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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Market Trends Analysis
Thank you for downloading this first version of VR/AR Market
Report Germany, and to all the contributors and their associations
for making it possible. Let this be the start for a better
understanding of who is working on such cutting-edge
technology in Germany and how better to promote the
homegrown talent and solutions that have been pushing us into
new and exciting Digital Realities.

The who and how of this report

Financial & Growth Trends
The first interesting fact, but by far not the most surprising one is
the investment opportunity in Germany. Only a third of the
companies are either looking for, or have found outside
investment, whilst 64% of companies are not actively looking for
funding. This suggests a stable revenue base for the majority of
respondents whilst simultaneously shows the general hesitancy
towards finding outside funding.

On the subsequent pages you will find member companies of the
leading Trade Associations for Virtual and Augmented Reality in
Germany. The report in its entirety is a joint venture between
Erster Deutscher Fachverband für Virtual Reality,
nextReality.Hamburg, The Virtual Dimensions Center – Fellbach,
Virtual Reality Berlin-Brandenburg and the global VR/AR
Association.
The companies that took part in our survey profile their
capabilities, expertise, achievements and the verticals they
operate in, whilst also looking at other company facts to analyse
the current state of the market. The vast majority of respondents
(<85%) are mainly focused on software development and content
creation, even though the technologies demand a lot of hardware
understanding in the first place. This bias is due to the types of
members that join our organisations, but also because hardware
manufacturing remains a notoriously hard market to enter and
survive in, especially in such a young market where mass adoption
could be still years away.

How to read/use this report
Since the bulk of the report is a listing of companies working on
VR/AR integrations, we have gone to great lengths to make it as
accessible as possible. First the companies were divided into
sections via their location within Germany, and in addition to that
the document was made easily searchable through using
certain keywords. The survey’s questions were actually created
with this in mind. For example, one could search the report for
companies working in a particular vertical like Entertainment,
Education, or Healthcare; or at the same time look for a
company’s expertise in visual effects, analytics or streaming
services. To do this please see the Appendix where all these search
terms are referenced.

For those of us who know the European investment market, this is
no revelation. Here we are “not just more risk-averse, there is
actually more risk"1, in fact, it stands to reason that this is why so
many find their initial funding through program initiatives on the
regional/federal level or via European Union schemes. However,
policy, paperwork and bureaucracy are beyond the scope of this
report.
What might actually come as a surprise is the length of time
immersive companies have been in business. The ecosystem
appears to have been maturing now for many years with over 72%
of companies operating now for 4 or more years and nearly half of
those for 10+ years.
Only a tiny percentage of these verteran companies are indeed
part of larger corporations (subsidiary, department, etc.) working
on immersive technologies, while the vast majority are not. On the
opposite end of the spectrum, we will be keeping a close eye on
the newcomers to the market to follow whether growth is still
happening over the course of the next couple years. This is an
important statistic to hold on to and compare for future
iterations of this report.

1

The Verge, “Europe’s other problem: where are all the tech startups?”,
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report shows that companies must not only be technologically
sophisticated to deliver such cutting-edge XR applications, but
indeed competent on a diverse range of topics in order to grow
their businesses and stay relevant to their customers.

Growth can also be reflected in the revenue opportunities.
Companies that offer a comprehensive solution (custom-built or
otherwise), are also offering a whole host of other complimentary
services for their clients including consulting and networking. Of
companies surveyed that generate more than 1 Million per annum,
all of them are offering a full-suite of integrated services on top of
the software solution or platform. This is more than a quarter of all
who filled in the questionnaire. However, the most successful
immersive companies trend towards smaller enterprises with an
employee count between 5–30 individuals. The largest segment
of 34% is generating the sweet spot of revenue per employee.
We hope to examine this result more closely in the future to
determine how these companies scaled-up their workforce and
what their organisational charts look like.

So whether the area is Training or Gaming, Marketing or
Engineering or even Events and Services, the cornerstone of what
companies are capable of is the Visualisation of digital 3D
deliverables. Regardless of the output (augmented or virtual), the
data has revealed to us that companies see themselves building
novel ways to explain and interpret the world with an
overwhelming 82% serving up both VR & AR applications.
Our ecosystem has become part of the overall value chain for
Industry and even to the end consumer in some cases. The
potential market size is hard to determine from the number of
companies surveyed and not even representative of the total
memberships within our associations. However, there is clear
German focus on B2B in the verticals of Transportation & Mobility,
Architecture, Engineering & Construction (AEC), and
Communications & Digital Media.

Application Area trends and their
implementation within Verticals
Important to note is that this current nationwide cross-section of
businesses are actively building Immersive Technology
applications in all sorts of areas. Nearly 80% are working in 4 or
more Application Areas with training and education topping the
charts (see Appendix again for other types). While Immersive
Learning has been the de facto use case for the technology2, The

See the second foreword: From Proof-of-Concept to Daily Business: Industry
Adoption of XR
2
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Final Thoughts
It will be interesting to follow how the software capabilities of
these companies progress. From the final bar chart we believe
there is a lot of room for growth in connecting the fields of
Artificial Intelligence, Telecommunications (5G, Virtual
Collaboration and AR Cloud) and finally Brain Computer
Interfaces (BCI) to the VR/AR space. We feel for this reason spatial
computing paradigm is no longer isolated or in its own tech
bubble and will continue to develop and converge with other
bleeding-edge technologies.
Openness towards converging technologies will be crucial not
only for the companies listed in this report that pride themselves
on being innovative first-movers, but also for all the industries and
verticals that can benefit through streamlining their operations to
find new business models that will generate growth and new
revenue opportunities.

Peter Lorenz
Board Member
Virtual Reality Berlin-Brandenburg (VRBB)
Philip Wogart
Executive Director DACH
VR/AR Association
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Market Needs Analysis
One of the outcomes of this report has been to identify three
main needs for the German XR1 Market: Virtual Collaboration,
Ecosystem Standards & Growth, and Developer
Education.

cyber-physical systems4 and actually be more inclusive
regarding the ongoing transformation? Through virtual
collaborations, access to new digital services and workflows, or
even augmented tools that empower learning, upskilling the
workforce and filling the knowledge gap can be achieved.

Collaboration

Ecosystem

Next to “training and visualisation” scenarios, collaboration is a key
feature to establish XR technologies as an accepted tool for
enterprises. With the change in organisational models as a
reaction to speed up development cycles, an explosion in
distributed working groups exists and at its core synchronous
communication2 remains an imperative. First voice, then mobile
phones and now video and screen sharing has made Real-Time
Communication (RTC) that more effective for project
collaboration.

For the sustainable growth of XR applications (whether scaling in
a business context or for the consumer market) a cooperative
ecosystem must exist to support businesses that are creating
such “experiences”. One objective being to help define guidelines
and standards for interfaces and the exchange between the many
different technologies involved, whilst keeping in mind the need
for solutions within the market.
For homegrown solutions to compete in the international
markets and generate a sustainable XR economy a small change in
the “German” business mindset is required. A collaborative and
cooperative approach paired with the courage of decision makers
to move in an uncertain and not yet 100% proven technology.
Since XR development is so radically innovative, many projects
have remained stuck in a “pilot purgatory” or “holding pattern” for
further developments for the last 2 years.

The challenge here for embodied collaboration is twofold. First
being the network infrastructure to handle the sheer volume of
data that needs transmitting at low-latencies; and second, to
incorporate the tools already used for business communications
and building the new interfaces to accommodate such
interactions.
So what does this mean?

What this report does show are the manifold success stories
coming out of the German market and gives insight into providers
that continue their ground-breaking development of products
and experiences. The verticals represented herein are indeed as
diverse as the companies listed, ranging from the classic creative
media businesses to enterprise service providers for almost every
branch of industry from healthcare to automotive and from
finance to entertainment.

It will not be enough to simply optimize existing infrastructure,
and thinking of 5G as yet another upgrade to mobile speeds and
coverage is shortsighted. Even just a local 5G infrastructure opens
up possibilities of ad hoc networks and localised services in a
secure environment. “It is even possible what was previously
unthinkable: to build mobile networks, disconnected from the
Internet. That offers a whole new level of security.”3 With a more
robust infrastructure comes the potential to rethink the current
static communication tools and predefined spaces where they
must happen – what if more flexible collaboration spaces across
the company could be easily established? In fact, what if Industry
4.0 had the ability to go beyond the automatisation of

Education
There is always a huge demand for “fresh talent” and skilled
professionals in any field of technology. It is a fact that these
rapidly growing digital fields can only be served if enough people
are able to be adequately trained to fill the gap. However,
specifically for the cutting-edge technology of Virtual and
Augmented Reality there exists an additional knowledge gap.

Acronym for Extended Reality, which has become a catchall phrase for
Augmented, Mixed and Virtual Reality.
1

As opposed to asynchronous like emails and instant messaging

2

Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) are embedded computers and networks that
monitor physical processes with feedback loops where processes affect
computations and vice versa.
4

Source: https://venturebeat.com/2019/11/21/germany-opens-door-to-private-5gnetworks-with-3-7-3-8ghz-licenses/
3
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To understand and deal with the complexity of successful XR
development one must look past just the software
implementation and hardware components. These and other
identified skill sets5 must be not only taught holistically, but also
the methodology shared on how to develop for XR. Here there
appears to be many “white-spots” still on the “how-to” side of
building such a curriculum. Therefore it is of the utmost
importance to obtain qualified input from academia with
additional perspectives from industry to generate qualified
candidates to move into XR. Initiatives will be essential to teach
future employees and upskill the current workforces in the area of
XR development.

Conclusions
XR will continue to be a driver of Digital Transformation,
Collaboration and Cooperation, Knowledge Sharing, and will even
impact some of our traditional German values. With all of the
above and the responsible and appropriate use of immersive
technology, we have all the ingredients for sustainable growth of
the XR ecosystem.

Q2 2020

first outcome of this change is not only solutions for internal
stakeholders but new products that are extending their traditional
business models and introducing new solutions and services to
the market. This innovative spirit is exactly what is required to be
ready for the future.
This is a cultural change that is taking place in many companies
right now, but will need time. One of our common tasks will be to
create the necessary trust for enterprise leaders to set XR as a key
enabler for the future of their respective industries. So educating
will be the key success factor that pushes internal changes.

David Thomson
Advisory Board Member
VR/AR Association Germany
Jan Pflüger
Advisory Board Member
VR/AR Association Germany

There are great examples of how XR is changing traditional
business. A part of this is by leaving their comfort zones and
cooperating with fast-moving emerging startups, or even
establishing dedicated XR departments to connect with new
business development opportunities. It is impressive to see that a

The fields of human-computer interaction (HCI), user interface design and user
experience (UI/UX), computer-generated imagery and physical based rendering
(CGI/PBR), and of course the art of 3D modelling and animation are necessary
pieces for such XR applications
5
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FOREWORD

XR Technologies - A German Perspective
Based on the focus of this report being the German market, we
want to briefly shed some light on the German contributions to
the field of VR & AR from a historical and technological
perspective.

aspects and research fields relating to VR/AR for nearly 2 decades
now.

Technological Innovation & Research

There are a variety of examples where German companies
delivered a significant impact to the global VR/AR ecosystem with
their technologies and products.

Germany has a long history of fundamental contributions in areas
of applied science and technology such as, the printing press, the
modern car and diesel engine, the first television, the first rocket
reaching space (Aggregat 4) or even the first commercial digital
computer (Z4) created by Konrad Zuse to name a few. Beside
innovations in hardware technologies there are many examples in
software that significantly pushed the progress of digital media
from the mp3/mp4 file formats to even developing the concept
for simple messaging service (SMS).

Examples of Core Technologies

From the earliest VR projection systems (active stereo and
polarizing filters) a third stereo separation technique from Infitec
was developed in the early 2000s in Ulm. This interference
filtering technology provides passive separation with no silver
screens required and very low ghosting. It is in use by professional
VR studios and cinemas worldwide – also licensed and branded as
Dolby-3D.

Not only have the Stuttgart Fraunhofer Institutes IAO / IPA and the
High Performance Computing Centre (HLRS) been active in
researching VR/AR since the 19901, but also industrial adopters,
mainly from the transportation and machining industries, started
shortly thereafter to test out implementations.2 Since the middle
of the 1990s, spin-off companies like Stuttgart’s Ic:ido3,
Vircinity, and Imsys started debuting professional VR/AR
software and hardware solutions to the market. In other
industries, like machining, trade, medicine and construction
followed suit from the late 90s to incorporate VR/AR into their
processes.

One of the best-known examples regarding AR was Munich-based
company metaio being acquired by Apple in 2015, their
technology became the foundation for ARKit, which is the
underlying iOS Software Development Kit (SDK) running on all
iPhones & iPads. Now while Augmented Reality has become
widely available on almost all smartphones, the early adopters
focused on location-based AR4. In 2008 wikitude was a pioneer
there with their own SDK. The Austrian company based just
across the border in Salzburg developed the first browser-based
mobile app that overlaid information on “points of interest” using
the mobile phone’s camera5.

Research then expanded to more universities and institutes in all
four corners of the country, thereby expanding their curriculum
to examine these immersive technologies more closely. Most
notably the likes of Fraunhofer IGD, FIT & HHI, Universität
Hamburg and TUM (Technische Universität München) have all
built from the ground up dedicated programs looking into various

On the VR development side there is Crytek out of Frankfurt,
who developed its well-known CryEngine. Like its counterparts
Unity and Unreal Engine, these real-time 3D game engines are an
integral part of the core toolset for creating VR/AR applications
across a broad range of verticals beyond Gaming.

1

In the entertainment sector Germany is in many ways leading the
rest of the world with its Location-Based Virtual Reality
(LBVR) experiences. This particular market niche has actually
seen a lot of consumer traction and business success in recent

Flaig, T.; Grefen, K.: Toolset for Integrative Factory and Logistics Planning. In: Baake,
U.; Zobel, R. ; Society for Computer Simulation International -SCS-: Concurrent
Engineering. The Way Forward. Ghent: SCS Europe, 1998, pp.288-292

4

Neugebauer, J.-G.; Strommer, W.; Schraft, R.D.: A virtual reality testbed for robot
applications. In: Asociacion Espanola de Robotica: 23rd International Symposium
on Industrial Robots '92. Proceedings. Barcelona, 1992, pp.105-110
2

Ic:ido is now part of the French ESI Group providing professional VR engineering
solutions and services to industrial customers worldwide.
3

Popularised by the Pokemon GO mobile app created by the Google Maps spin-off
Niantic Labs.
Billinghurst, M., Clark, A., & Lee, G. (2015). A survey of augmented reality.
Foundations and Trends in Human–Computer Interaction, 8(2- 3), 73-272.
5
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years, where studios all over Germany are developing content and
solutions for everything from live events (holoride) and cinema
experiences (evrbit) to arcade gaming (Holocafé, Hologate),
escape rooms (Ubisoft, ExitVR) and theme park attractions (VR
Coaster, Spree Interactive). What crucially differentiates this
sector is that in many ways the out-of-home VR experience being
delivered to the general public goes far beyond what is possible to
replicate for home consumer devices and setups.

Implementations within Flagship
Industries
Germany has seen VR/AR applied in practically all of its industrial
sectors (where it could be reasonably used), which has been
driven by their requirements for visualisation and training
solutions. The big tier one suppliers (Bosch, Continental, Scheffler,
Siemens, Valeo); all automotive OEMs (Audi, BMW, Daimler,
Porsche, Volkswagen) and commercial vehicles (e.g. Claas,
Liebherr, MAN); trains (DB, Siemens Transportation); ship building
(e.g. Meyer Werft); chemical (Bayer, BASF, Linde); medicine
(B.Braun); aerospace (Airbus, Diehl, Lufthansa Technik);
machining (Festo, Trumpf, Optima); luxury & sports (Hugo Boss,
Adidas); construction (Züblin, Drees & Sommer); publishing (Axel
Springer); and even entertainment (Mack Rides, ProSieben, UFA)
are all using VR/AR actively, and some of them for decades. This
proliferation across all German verticals shows what has made the
VR/AR market particularly strong and long-lasting.

Q2 2020

Conclusion and Outlook
The selection of technologies and companies here are
highlighting just a few examples where the German ecosystem has
driven impact on the global stage.This report contains many more
examples of German companies and products of relevance.
Based on the strong engineering capabilities and its economic
strength, it can be expected that Germany will continue to play an
important part in the growing adoption of VR/AR technologies.

Prof. Dr.-Ing. Christoph Runde
Managing Director
Virtual Dimension Center (VDC), Fellbach
Thomas Fickert
Chapter President
VR/AR Association Germany
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From Proof-of-Concept to Daily Business: Industry
Adoption of XR
Four years ago the first generation headsets were released for
consumers and businesses and at the time all demos were
purpose-built to the hardware. Within this short timeframe fullyfledged solutions have become available to scale up the usage of
VR/AR technology in Enterprises. While the automotive industry
here in Germany has led the way in this respect, more traditional
heavy industries like Energy and Shipbuilding now have staff
working on Immersive Technologies that are increasingly used in
day-to-day operations. This alone shows that XR applications not
only provide real business value, but are actually well on their way
to a productivity plateau.

The Journey from Paper to the
Virtual
Industry has always been heavily reliant on paper based processes,
as the document or drawing provides a convenient way to sign off
or approve a given scope of work. Nonetheless, paper documents
remain disconnected from the source information used to
produce them. They also have obvious limitations in conveying
complex information and as a result industry has long sought out
an alternative.
Digital 3D deliverables have made it easier to understand and
visualise complex spatial arrangements, whilst keeping synced to
an up-to-date digital master. The clear benefits have moved the
most conservative of industries to start the journey to truly digital
paperless processes. This aspect of the Digital Transformation can
be further supported by immersive technologies. For example, VR
in the design process is providing a greatly enhanced experience
over reviewing 3D models on large monitors or projected images
and has all but eliminated the need for physical prototypes. AR, on
the other hand, is moving from handheld devices to head
mounted displays (HMDs) where screen real estate is no longer a
limiting factor.

Wearables for Spatial Computing
Ergonomics of HMDs have been an issue for users, especially in
enterprise environments, where more mature workers were
initially sceptical due to comfort (weight and distribution) and
accessibility (power and cable management).

Fortunately the form factor of 2nd generation headsets have
iterated on their design with improved resolutions, more
comfortable mounting arrangements and onboard sensors
improving the overall accessibility of the technology. This is most
evident in enterprises who have uniformly upgraded of their HMD
hardware where a high proportion of these wireless free-roam
setups.1
This overall improvement in reliability is also seen in the maturity
of content generation tools and hosting platforms for XR
applications. Long gone are the days of demos purpose-built for a
particular device, replaced with hardware agnostic solutions that
has made it easier to get decision-maker buy-in. Businesses can
therefore invest confidently in any and all realities, whether they
be real, augmented, mixed or virtual, and not be tied down by the
hardware. This versatile approach to digital 3D deliverables has
made it possible to deploy solutions and services across business
units regardless of the digital display being used. The Return on
Investment (ROI) is to recognise and distinguish where XR
technologies hold key advantages for user interaction.

Proven use cases
VR Design Review has quickly established itself as a standard
add-on to the traditional way of working in the Engineer to Order
businesses like shipbuilding or power plant design. As high capital
costs are part in parcel of early stage development here,
stakeholders will need to make major decisions upfront and
visualising such spaces in VR improves those choices made.
Indeed with the increasing amount of customisations required
and spedup development cycles, industry is switching to a virtual
development pipeline and validation toolchain just to ensure and
maintain overall quality2. This is especially evident in the
automotive sector where reducing the manual and timeconsuming process of creating models or prototypes has been a
driver for integrating VR as a base for the daily routines in the
design process.

This parallels the consumer market with the release of the Oculus Quest, which
sets a new standard for comfort, ease of use and versatility.
1

Zaker, R; Coloma, E; (2018) Virtual reality-integrated workflow in BIM-enabled
projects collaboration and design review
2
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One of the most obvious use cases from the beginning was using
immersive technology for training simulations. Creating multiple
scenarios that were hardly distinguishable from real world
practice made it a clear winner to get budget approval early on.
Combined with ongoing improvements for 3D asset handling and
streamlining of storyboard processes, XR has made virtual
training a truly scalable use case with clear ROI built-in. The recent
study conducted by PwC quantifies this by stating, “employees
who train in VR demonstrated 340% more confidence to employ
what they learned versus those who trained in traditional
e-learning methods.”3
The clear acceptance of XR as a medium for decision-making and
training is continuing to push forward with multi-user virtual
spaces now being carried out across distributed locations. This
new way of working and learning together will connect previously
remote groups with synchronous engagement. This type of
collaboration will not only save a massive amount of time, but
indeed reduce a company’s carbon footprint by saving on
expensive hardware transport and travel of its employees. Any
effective Digital Transformation process should enable workers
to become efficient in their jobs and companies more socially
responsible and environmentally conscious.

Q2 2020

Conclusion
The hurdle to produce content for VR & AR has become
significantly lower due to the required software and hardware
becoming increasingly mature and flexible. This has led to greater
acceptance and understanding by users and decision-makers with
a plethora of use cases and solutions to choose from and
implement. Whether the process be for design or learning,
adopting and establishing services will become fully integrated for
many business units across the enterprise . And more importantly,
as the required hardware increasingly fulfils the expectations of
the users, a collective understanding will be established of how
spatial computing enhances almost every working practice with
the development of new cooperative applications.

David Thomson
Principle Technology Evangelist Aveva

Jan Pflüger
Founder advisXR

Philip Wogart
Co-Founder HEADGEAR

3

Source: PwC VR Soft Skill VR Study, February 2020
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CMC Engineers GmbH
Summary
CMC ViewR is a virtual reality solution for mechanical and plant engineering
that enables a manufacturing company to easily and intuitively visualize its
products based on CAD data. Additionally, users have the opportunity to
interact with their designs to work more efficiently. This way real
prototypes can be replaced by their virtual twins to evaluate and iterate at
an early stage in product development, which can save on costs and
resources. CMC ViewR's other distinct advantage is in the communication
and sales of technical systems by making Virtual Reality easy and
manageable for anyone.

Customers
bavius, DMG Mori, Liebherr, Henkel, Continental, AZO, KavoKerr, Nagel,
Manz, Zeiss, Oerlikon, EMAG, Kurtz Ersa, Siemens, Fill, Grammer,
Groninger

Case Study/Achievement

Company Facts
https://www.cmc-engineers.de
https://www.cmc-viewr.de
jhr@cmc-engineers.de

Size of Company: 10-35
Years in operation: 4-6

Company Details
Which immersive technologies are you active in?
Virtual Reality
Which verticals or industry sectors do you operate in?
Academia/Education
Architecture/Construction
Consumer Packaged Goods (CPG)
Defense/Military/Security
Energy
Entertainment
Food/Beverages
Healthcare/Pharma
Travel/Tourism
Transportation/Mobility

Our customer EMAG uses CMC ViewR in marketing and sales. In
particular, when used at trade fairs and internal events, the simple
operation of the software and the rapid construction is advantageous.
"Even before the production of the first prototype, we can present our
new VR products to our sales team in order to optimally prepare our
colleagues for market launches and trade fair appearances. With
knowledge of the new product, market analyzes and customer
acquisition are carried out at an early stage. In the future, development
and customer projects using VR will increase product maturity even
before the first set-up." – Björn Svatek, Sales and Marketing Director
Modular Solutions
https://www.cmc-viewr.de

Which application areas do you work on?
Automation/Prototyping/R&D
Design/Visualisation
Entertainment/Media/Gaming
Live Events/Curation
Marketing/Sales
Network/Streaming Services
Planning/Engineering
Product Development
Training/Education
Usability/Ergonomics

Expertise, Products, Services and Solutions
Software Development
What do you make?
Product, Custom Solutions, Experiences
What is the software capable of?
Animation/Visualisation
Configurator
Data Conversion
Streaming
What do you hope/need/want from a Germany Ecosystem?
A clearer landscape of solution providers and what their customers are
doing.
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csi group: business unit foxbyte
Summary
As a future-oriented business unit of the csi group our passion is the
development of game-changing software solutions by using cutting-edge
technology. With our main focus on Virtual, Augmented and Mixed Reality
experiences, we support our renowned customers in the transformation
of their Engineering and Manufacturing processes as well as their
Marketing & Sales services. By expanding the core expertise of the csi group
(Automotive Design, Engineering and Consulting) with the new
possibilities of game-related technologies, we form a unique symbiosis,
from which our customers can benefit sustainably. Our products and
custom solutions find their way into many industries, such as Automotive,
Architecture and Healthcare.

Customers
AstraZeneca , Audi, AMG, Daimler, Gealan, Porsche, Universität
Stuttgart, Volkswagen, Taracell, BMW, Magna, Smart, HS Heilbronn,
Heidelberg, Experimenta, HealthCare Futurists, HS Mannheim, Novem,
Fehrer, Mertens, Lingner

Case Study/Achievement

Company Facts
https://www.csi-online.de/de/
https://foxbyte.de
hallo@foxbyte.de

Size of Company: >100
Years in operation: 10+ years

Company Details
Which immersive technologies are you active in?
Virtual & Augmented Reality
Which verticals or industry sectors do you operate in?
Academia/Education
Architecture/Construction
Healthcare/Pharma
Transportation/Mobility

Besides many successful custom experiences, foxbyte is known for its
enterprise ready drop-in solutions to visualize, inspect and annotate
custom 3D CAD in Virtual and Augmented Reality quickly and easily! It is
meant to be used by anybody who needs to view and interact with 3D
CAD data in VR and AR to perform engineering tasks such as Design
Reviews, Factory/Product Layouts or Work Instructions, either
individually or as part of a globally located team. Our customers benefit
from a highly flexible framework, that brings complex data on many
platforms, such as VR-headsets, HoloLens 2 and tablets with just a
couple of clicks. The combination of world class tracking approaches
with intuitive features and inspection tools saves time and money
during development and manufacturing.

Which application areas do you work on?
Design/Visualisation
Marketing/Sales
Product Development
Service/Maintenance
Remote Collaboration
Training/Education

Expertise, Products, Services and Solutions
Software Development
What do you make?
Product, Custom Solutions, Experiences
What is the software capable of?
Animation/Visualisation
Configurator
Data Conversion
Tracking/Capturing
VFX/Rendering
Machine Learning
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imsimity GmbH
Summary
Imsimity GmbH offers Extended Reality (XR) software and hardware
solutions and is headquartered in St. Georgen's Technology Centre in the
Black Forest. We develop interactive 3D stereo, augmented (AR), mixed
(MR) and virtual reality (VR) worlds of experience. Our business fields
include immersive product presentations for fairs, showrooms or point of
sales as well as teaching, learning and training environments for schools,
universities, or on-the-job-training. We are partners with the Digital
Mountains Hub, the Virtual Dimension Centers Fellbach and TZ St.
Georgen and the Platform Learning Systems of the Federal Ministry for
Education and Research (BMBF). Moreover, every year we organize a
symposium called Virtual Fires Congress for the digitalization of training for
fire-fighters, army, police and rescue services.

Company Facts
http://imsimity.de/
http://www.virtual-fires.de/
kontakt@imsimity.de

Size of Company: 10-35
Years in operation: 4-6
Funding Round: None

Company Details
Which immersive technologies are you active in?
Virtual & Augmented Reality
Which verticals or industry sectors do you operate in?
Academia/Education
Arts & Culture/Museums
Defense/Military/Security
Healthcare/Pharma
News/Journalism
Rescue/Disaster/Emergency
Travel/Tourism
Services

Customers
Evonik, Stihl, Hohenloher, Deutscher Feuerwehrverband (DFV), THW,
Uvex, J.G. Weisser, Hahn-Schickard, Universi-tät Stuttgart, Hochschule
Furtwangen, KIT, BBraun, Daimler, Intel, Ferienland Schwarzwald, MWK
und WiMi BW, BW Stif-tung (ExpeditionD), ZfSL Aachen, BMBF

Case Study/Achievement
Mixed Reality Rescue Saw Simulator was designed specifically for fire
departments and emergency services as a Mixed Reality (MR) learning
environment to train in the operational handling of Stihl's Rescue Saw.
Through interactive training using the real chainsaw, users understand
not only cognitively, but begin to internalize the physicality of the tool
being used in appropriately designed scenarios that seem very real (i.e.
fire & flames, smoke & low visibility conditions). The benefits of such a
hybrid learning system also include no costs for fuel, consumption and
servicing, which makes it a less expensive, environmentally friendly,
quicker throughput and more flexible training than under real
conditions. The RescueSawMR Simulator is the winner of the
immersive learning award 2019 and the eLearning award 2020.
http://imsimity.de/fileadmin/imsimity/PDF/
Flyer_Simulator_RESCUE_SAW_MR_imsimity_delina_final.pdf

Which application areas do you work on?
Analytics/Data Visualisation
Design/Visualisation
Live Events/Curation
Marketing/Sales
Product Development
Remote Collaboration
Service/Maintenance
Training/Education
Usability/Ergonomics

Expertise, Products, Services and Solutions
Software Development
What do you make?
Product, Custom Solutions, Experiences
What is the software capable of?
Animation/Visualisation
Platform/Middleware/CMS
Streaming
Tracking/Capturing
VFX/Rendering
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Lightshape GmbH & Co.KG
Summary
LIGHTSHAPE was founded in 2007 as a digital media communication
company with a focus on CGI, interactive media (AR / MR / VR) and software
development. Recognizing the potential of interactive media in 2010, we
are continuously developing in this direction by keeping up-to-date. One of
our innovations is the start of a "Holodeck", where users can move
wirelessly in XR sessions in large scale settings or even independent of
being colocated. The setup has been used by over 25,000 users to date.
With our experienced in-house team we are an ideal partner for highquality 3D productions for print, film, mobile, web, as well as augmented
and virtual reality applications. We digitalize your working life!

Company Facts
https://www.lightshape.net/
https://ls-hcc.com/
info@lightshape.net

Size of Company: 10-35
Years in operation: 10+ years
Funding Round: None

Company Details
Which immersive technologies are you active in?
Virtual & Augmented Reality
Which verticals or industry sectors do you operate in?
Academia/Education
Architecture/Construction
Arts & Culture/Museums
Healthcare/Pharma
Transportation/Mobility
Which application areas do you work on?
Automation/Prototyping/R&D
Design/Visualisation
Entertainment/Media/Gaming
Marketing/Sales
Planning/Engineering
Product Development
Remote Collaboration
Service/Maintenance
Training/Education
Patient Therapy/Rehabilitation

Customers
Porsche, Groz-Beckert, John Deere, Deutsche Bahn, Juke, Daimler,
Harro Höfliger, pinion, IAV, Vaude, Vector, Honda, thyssenkrupp, Stihl,
SHW, Wirtschaftsförderung Region Stuttgart, ASSA ABLOY, Steiff,
Region Stuttgart, MAN, VDI/VDE Innovation + Technik, Siemens,
eppendorf

Case Study/Achievement
For our client Croz-Beckert we developed an extensive AR application
that offers the viewer a completely new digital experience. At ITMA
2019, Groz-Beckert presented its products on large acrylic machines
that were brought to life by Augmented Reality. When the machine is
viewed through an iPad's camera, it starts to rotate and the
functionality is visualized by overlaid animations. The animations have
points of interest, which users can seamlessly interact with the GrozBeckert product world. In the detailed display, the products can be
explored through touch screen gestures with additionally hotspots on
each product to more easily clarify their USPs. A clear advantage for
sales rep demoes to better explain a product.
https://www.lightshape.net/en/projects/grozbeckert-itma-2019/

Expertise, Products, Services and Solutions
Software Development
What do you make?
Product, Custom Solutions, Experiences
What is the software capable of?
360º Video
Animation/Visualisation
(Shooting/Stitching/Editing)
Haptics
Configurator
Tracking/Capturing
Platform/Middleware/CMS
VFX/Rendering
What do you hope/need/want from a Germany Ecosystem?
Believe in the technology and support small businesses with
promotional programs.
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R3DT GmbH
Summary
R3DT offers the most user-friendly Virtual Reality (VR) tool for industrial
engineering. The innovative technology for working with virtual
prototypes is used along the entire development process. Particular
attention is paid to planning errors that are difficult to identify without VR.
Our customers’ applications include work and assembly planning,
ergonomics study, determination of assembly sequences, overall
production and layout planning, special machinery and plant construction
as well as technical purchasing and sales. Overall, the development and
planning phases are shortened. Elaborate mockups and real prototypes
become superfluous. The bottom line is that companies save a lot of time
and money.

Company Facts
https://www.r3dt.com
info@r3dt.com

Size of Company: 10-35
Years in operation: 4-6
Funding Round: Seed

Company Details
Which immersive technologies are you active in?
Virtual Reality
Which verticals or industry sectors do you operate in?
Academia/Education
Architecture/Construction
Defense/Military/Security
Industrial/Shipping/Urban Planning

Customers
Albemarle, Alcon/Ciba Vision, Bizerba, Bosch, Bürkert, Continental,
Daimler, Dehn, DWH, Eberspächer, ebm-papst, Elabo, Festo, Getrag
Ford, GHH Fahrzeuge, Harting, Hosokawa-Alpine, Iscar, Josera
Erbacher, Kadia, Netzsch, NWI Group, Romaco, Schnaithmann,
Sesotec, Sick, Sonotronic, Sorg, Stöber, Tesat-Spacecom, Trumpf,
Valeo, Wieland-Werke Wittenstein, ZF Friedrichshafen

Case Study/Achievement
Users of R3DT’s VR tool have recognized the enormous potential of
virtual reality in conjunction with pure hand interaction. Our
customers are already using the advanced consumer technology
anytime and anywhere in their daily work. Read case studies to find out
what the VR tool can be used for at r3dt.com/uc and see R3DT`s videos
at vimeo.com/R3DT.
https://www.r3dt.com/uc

Which application areas do you work on?
Automation/Prototyping/R&D
Design/Visualisation
Marketing/Sales
Planning/Engineering
Product Development
Remote Collaboration
Service/Maintenance
Training/Education
Usability/Ergonomics

Expertise, Products, Services and Solutions
Software Development
What do you make?
Product
What is the software capable of?
Analytics
Animation/Visualisation
Configurator
Data Conversion
Streaming
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SOLID WHITE design & digital media GmbH
Summary
SOLID WHITE is a Stuttgart based digital agency for VR, AR, XR and
interactive experiences. The focus is on creating apps with realtime 3D
engines. Since 2009 SOLID WHITE is one of the leading agencies in this
area and has received multiple awards like German Design Award Gold, iF
Award or German Innovation Award Gold. SOLID WHITE is a digital agency
with the heart of a game studio and creates Virtual Showrooms, Trainings,
and Configurators that are all developed in-house with its own framework
and cloud services. With the VISPA app the agency provides Virtual
Collaboration in 3D for creative work, ideation and innovation
management.

Company Facts
https://www.solidwhite.de/
https://vispa.io
contact@solidwhite.de

Size of Company: 10-35
Years in operation: 7-10
Funding Round: None

Company Details
Which immersive technologies are you active in?
Virtual & Augmented Reality
Which verticals or industry sectors do you operate in?
Academia/Education
Arts & Culture/Museums
Commerce/Trade
Energy
Entertainment
Transportation/Mobility
Which application areas do you work on?
Analytics/Data Visualisation
Design/Visualisation
Entertainment/Media/Gaming
Live Events/Curation
Marketing/Sales
Network/Streaming Services
Remote Collaboration
Training/Education
Process Design

Customers
Daimler, Trumpf, Mercedes-Benz Consulting, Max Bögl, WMF,
dormakaba, ZF Friedrichshafen, Wago, Schaeffler, Airbus, ABB,
European Commision, Mitsubishi Fuso, Schott, Head, Bosch, e.on,
dtm.group, lehmorange, Panama, Wire Süden, Jangled Nerves,
Cosmoto, Cortona, Schmittgall Gruppe, 3P Technik

Case Study/Achievement
As SOLID WHITE develops both individual solutions and products we
will introduce one of every field. The “VDC Interactive” as individual
solution is a multiuser sales app for the client dormakaba. It provides a
realistic environment with their products, configuration and voice
chat. It works with VR and on desktop PC. VISPA is an early access
product developed by SOLID WHITE. It provides collaboration in 3d
space for creative work, ideation and innovation management and also
works with VR, on desktop PC and Mac. Additionally a webinterface
allows users to send text notes, pictures or drawings into the Virtual
Space.
https://vispa.io

Expertise, Products, Services and Solutions
Software Development
What do you make?
Product, Custom Solutions, Experiences
What is the software capable of?
Analytics
Animation/Visualisation
Configurator
Entertainment
Platform/Middleware/CMS
Web API
Immersive Workspace
Virtual Collaboration

What do you hope/need/want from a Germany Ecosystem?
We hope that the close collaboration between the different German
associations will continued as this will help keep up with the global
competition. We would also like to see more support for XR
companies working in sales, marketing, edutainment and creative
businesses.
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Tacton Systems GmbH
Summary
Tacton enables Smart Commerce for manufacturers by empowering
organizations to extend beyond traditional commerce. We ensure that
manufacturers always offer optimal solutions to their customers
throughout the entire B2B buyer journey. For over 20 years, we have
worked with the most advanced manufacturers in the world. Tacton CPQ
was named a "Visionary" by Gartner due to our proficiency and superior
technology. Our Augmented Reality (AR) app allows the customer to
visualize the product in context, verifying that the finalized product
dimensions are suitable for its intended environment. Seeing the product
in a real-world setting accelerates the sales process and further enhances
the customer experience, making it richer and more immersive.

Company Facts
https://www.tacton.com/
info@tacton.com

Size of Company: >100
Years in operation: 10+ years
Funding Round: None

Company Details
Which immersive technologies are you active in?
Augmented Reality
Which verticals or industry sectors do you operate in?
Commerce/Trade
Energy
Healthcare/Pharma
Manufacturing
Configure-Price-Quote (CPQ)

Customers
Mercedes Benz Buses, Scania, MAN Truck & Bus, Continental, Daimler
Trucks, Volvo Buses, Stryker, Karl Storz

Case Study/Achievement
Tacton Visual Configuration is a new way to enhance your customer
experience. With an intuitive, drag’n’drop interface, your sales team
can connect your customers to their products in real-time. Involving
the customer from the start and eliminating costly erorrs and
mismatches will keep customers engaged. Tacton 3D visualization is
the only CPQ extension to allow genuine collaboration between the
customer and the sales team. In other words, 3D visualization and
spatial configuration ensure that the finished product is exactly right
for the customers' needs while guaranteeing build viability and budget
conformity.
http://www.continental-automotive.de/mfap/index_en.html

Which application areas do you work on?
Design/Visualisation
Marketing/Sales
Planning/Engineering
Product Development

Expertise, Products, Services and Solutions
Software Development
What do you make?
Product
What is the software capable of?
Animation/Visualisation
Configurator
Platform/Middleware/CMS
Web API
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tepcon GmbH
Summary
tepcon GmbH is a technology company based in Donaueschingen in the
Black Forest. As a pioneer in the field of modern software development for
B2B, we specialize in Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) solutions using
technologies as diverse as Augmented Reality, Virtual Reality & Mixed
Reality, Condition Monitoring, Machine Learning and mobile apps.

Customers
B2B, Industry

Company Facts
https://www.tepcon.de/en/
contact@tepcon.de

Size of Company: 10-35
Years in operation: 10+ years
Funding Round: Series A

Company Details
Which immersive technologies are you active in?
Virtual & Augmented Reality
Which verticals or industry sectors do you operate in?
Academia/Education
Architecture/Construction
Energy
Food/Beverages
Travel/Tourism
Transportation/Mobility

Case Study/Achievement
tepcon AR solutions are successfully used by many German machine
manufacturers at trade fairs and in the sales process for product
presentations, in the construction and design validation processes as
well as for guided machine maintenance. Our sister company AP&S
was awarded with an important industry prize for its outstanding
innovativeness. Within this process in particular the Augmented
Reality and Predictive maintenance solutions, developed in
cooperation between tepcon and AP&S, impressed the jury.
https://www.tepcon.de/augmented-presenter/fallstudie

Which application areas do you work on?
Analytics/Data Visualisation
Design/Visualisation
Marketing/Sales
Planning/Engineering
Service/Maintenance
Training/Education

Expertise, Products, Services and Solutions
Software Development
What do you make?
Product, Custom Solutions
What is the software capable of?
Analytics
Animation/Visualisation
Configurator
Data Conversion
Tracking/Capturing
Web API
What do you hope/need/want from a Germany Ecosystem?
Greater openness to new things, faster implementation of new
technologies, stronger innovative thinking will help Germany's
competitive advantage and unique selling propositions on the global
stage.
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DEXPERIO
Summary
DEXPERIO is a digital experience factory. We are a consultancy, technical
agency and systems house in one. Our solutions extend reality with next
generation digital experiences around your customers, products and
enterprise. Our international team is a passionate group of experts in the
areas of immersive-, visual- and spatial computing and provides an end-toend portfolio consisting innovation, know-how, services, solutions,
hardware and software. We are pioneering the field of XR since more than 7
years and have successfully delivered more than 60 projects in different
verticals for companies ranging from small SMBs up to large international
corporations.

Company Facts
https://www.dexperio.net
hello@dexperio.net

Size of Company: 10-35
Years in operation: 7-10
Funding Round: None

Company Details
Which immersive technologies are you active in?
Virtual & Augmented Reality
Which verticals or industry sectors do you operate in?
Academia/Education
Architecture/Construction
Arts & Culture/Museums
Commerce/Trade
Consumer Packaged Goods (CPG)
Entertainment
Fashion/Luxury/Beauty
Healthcare/Pharma
Industrial/Shipping/Urban Planning
News/Journalism

Customers
Selected Clients: Allianz, AOK, BAVARIA Yachts, Bionorica, Circus
Roncalli, Deutsches Museum, Fraunhofer, Goethe Institut, Kosmos
Verlag, KPMG, MedienNetzwerk Bayern, Messe München, Novocure,
ProSiebenSat.1, Siemens, Wirtschaftsministerium Bayern

Case Study/Achievement
A showcase which illustrates the full-service capabilities of DEXPERIO
is a location based VR project delivered for the Ministry of Economy in
Bavaria in 2016. For a two-day event which reached more than 6.000
visitors, DEXPERIO delivered a complete event experience from
concept to implementation and onsite-operations. The range of
interactive realtime VR experiences included gamified simulations
around wind energy and beer brewing with mixed-reality videos plus a
selection of stereoscopic 360° tourism videos filmed with drones.
Beyond storyboards, media production and software implementation,
DEXPERIO developed also customized VR hardware and systems.
https://bit.ly/dexperio-stmwi

Which application areas do you work on?
Design/Visualisation
Entertainment/Media/Gaming
Marketing/Sales
Planning/Engineering
Remote Collaboration
Training/Education

Expertise, Products, Services and Solutions
Software Development
What do you make?
Product, Custom Solutions, Experiences
What is the software capable of?
360º Video
Animation/Visualisation
(Shooting/Stitching/Editing)
Entertainment
Configurator
Platform/Middleware/CMS
Photogrammetry/Volumetric
Tracking/Capturing
Streaming
Web Editor

What do you hope/need/want from a Germany Ecosystem?
We believe that the German XR ecosystem and market growth can
benefit from collaboration and joint-efforts. This is why we are engaged
in various local and global XR initiatives and are always looking for
technology-, service- and solution partners.
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Infinity Reply GmbH
Summary
Infinity Reply specializes in 3D visualizations and the development of
customized XR solutions. Based on the latest VR, AR and MR technologies
as well as 3D visualization solutions, Infinity Reply enables innovative
storytelling and interactive product communication. The portfolio
includes XR consulting services, the development of creative and
technological concepts, the production and implementation of content
based on established technologies, data formats and interaction devices.
Possible applications include product design and development, marketing
and sales, training and service, and entertainment.

Company Facts
https://www.reply.com/infinityinfinity@reply.de

Size of Company: 10-35
Years in operation: 1

Company Details
Which immersive technologies are you active in?
Virtual & Augmented Reality
Which verticals or industry sectors do you operate in?
Architecture/Construction
Fashion/Luxury/Beauty
Transportation/Mobility
Which application areas do you work on?
Design/Visualisation
Marketing/Sales
Planning/Engineering
Remote Collaboration
Training/Education

Customers
Daimler AG, Opel Automobile GmbH, Skoda Auto a.s., EM-Group

Case Study/Achievement
Our customer is considering the use of Augmented Reality (AR) and
Virtual Reality (VR) in pre-sales situations. A major hurdle in the roll-out
of AR and VR use cases is the deployment of computing infrastructure
and hardware. With the promise of high-bandwidth and low-latency
connections of 5G, AR and VR could theoretically be deployed without
any significant local computation hardware, but the computation
would rather be done in the network, reducing the complexity of the
AR/VR end-user device, and thus reduce the complexity of deploying
the technology. The customer was interested in understanding the
technical limitations of 5G in the short and mid term timeframe. Is it
going to be possible to stream a good AR/VR experience, and when is it
going to be practically feasible and under which real-life conditions?
https://www.reply.com/en/topics/digital-branding/5G-and-VR

Expertise, Products, Services and Solutions
Consulting, Concept+Solution Development, Digital Content Production
What do you do?
Infinity Reply specializes in 3D visualizations and the development of
customized XR solutions. Based on the latest VR, AR and MR technologies as
well as 3D visualization solutions, Infinity Reply enables innovative storytelling
and interactive product communication. The portfolio includes XR
consulting services, the development of creative and technological concepts,
the production and implementation of content based on established
technologies, data formats and interaction devices.

What do you hope/need/want from a Germany Ecosystem?
Public presence, Contacts, potential customers, cooperation partners,
Ideas
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Innoactive
Summary
Founded in 2013, Innoactive is the leading European VR software company
that enables large industrial organisations to roll-out VR for their employee
training at scale. For this purpose, Innoactive offers an open VR training
platform giving trainers the power to create immersive learning
experiences within hours, then share them with ease across locations. The
Volkswagen Group, Fraport and AeroGround at Munich Airport are some
of the visionary customers trusting Innoactive. At the core of the company
stands a team of forward thinkers based in Munich, driven by the purpose
of unleashing the power of VR to people at work.

Company Facts
https://innoactive.de/
info@innoactive.de

Size of Company: 10-35
Years in operation: 4-6
Funding Round: Seed

Company Details
Which immersive technologies are you active in?
Virtual Reality
Which verticals or industry sectors do you operate in?
Architecture/Construction
Defense/Military/Security
Energy
Industrial/Shipping/Urban Planning
Rescue/Disaster/Emergency
Transportation/Mobility
Services

Customers
Volkswagen Group, AeroGround Munich Airport, Fraport,

Case Study/Achievement
10.000 employees were trained in VR by the Volkswagen Group in
2018, using over 30 training applications across nine different brands.
At Fraport and AeroGround Munich Airport, dozens of people are
trained on ground handling operations with VR everyday with the
ambitious goal to move as much as 80% of the training into VR. While
VR ensures operational effectiveness and training excellence,
Innoactive's platform is trusted to scale the VR content production
and distribution. Faster development of on-the-job training as well as
secure and trainer-friendly access to the content are just some of the
benefits enjoyed by Innoactive's customers.
https://innoactive.de/volkswagen-group-uses-innoactive-hub-forglobal-vr-training-rollout-with-htc-vive/

Which application areas do you work on?
Training/Education

Expertise, Products, Services and Solutions
Software Development
What do you make?
Product
What is the software capable of?
Animation/Visualisation
Configurator
Platform/Middleware/CMS
Web Editor
What do you hope/need/want from a Germany Ecosystem?
We hope that more investors and enterprise leaders will understand
the value of VR and its worthiness to invest in.
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innovation.rocks consulting gmbh
Summary
innovation.rocks is a full-service digital agency and has been driving the
topics of augmented and virtual reality for more than eight years. After
numerous world premieres and piloting in B2C and B2B markets, the
current focus is on scalable solutions, especially for our industrial
customers. Within this focus, particularly the conception and
implementation of new training and qualification solutions has an exciting
focus. innovation.rocks was founded in 2005 as an advertising agency and
still benefits from its strong, creative roots. The combination of technology
know-how, in-house research and creative origins makes us a unique
partner for coping with the challenges of digitization. In addition to our
own strengths, we also cooperate and drive our concepts and solutions
with our technology partners and research collaborations.

Company Facts
https://innovation.rocks
office@innovation.rocks

Size of Company: 10-35
Years in operation: 10+ years
Funding Round: None

Customers
Volkswagen, Audi, Porsche, MAN, Vorwerk, Konica Minolta u.v.a.

Case Study/Achievement
The automotive industry is faced with the challenge of redefining
touchpoints within the customer journey, while it gets more digital.
The Porsche web configurator which we developed for the Porsche
AG is a touchpoint that gives potential buyers the opportunity to
configure a vehicle of their choice. After completing the configuration,
the AR Visualizer app enables a seamless transition, so that potential
buyers can call their configuration via a generated Porsche Code within
the app and view the very same as an Augmented Reality (AR) model.
The combination of web and mobile AR creates a new customer
experience and has a significant impact on the buying process.
https://vimeo.com/376205166

Company Details
Which immersive technologies are you active in?
Virtual & Augmented Reality
Which verticals or industry sectors do you operate in?
Entertainment
Transportation/Mobility
Which application areas do you work on?
Automation/Prototyping/R&D
Design/Visualisation
Entertainment/Media/Gaming
Marketing/Sales
Product Development
Training/Education

Expertise, Products, Services and Solutions
Software Development
What do you make?
Product, Custom Solutions, Experiences
What is the software capable of?
Analytics
Animation/Visualisation
Configurator
Entertainment
Platform/Middleware/CMS
VFX/Rendering
Web Editor
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RE'FLEKT
Summary
RE’FLEKT is an Enterprise Augmented Reality (AR) software company that
makes industrial machine maintenance, operations and training as easy as
using a simple home appliance. The open and modular Operating System
for Enterprise AR by RE’FLEKT helps industry leaders to infuse their
industry knowledge into customized AR solutions and allow on-demand
access to expert knowledge. With clients including Audi, BASF, BMW,
Bosch, Eon, Hyperloop, Hyundai, Leybold, Porsche, Seepex and Thyssen
Krupp, the international team delivers technology solutions to a variety of
leading global markets. Since its founding in 2012, RE’FLEKT has grown to a
team of over 60 employees in Munich and San Francisco and has been
recommended by leading analysts including ABI Research and Gartner
(Gartner Cool Vendor).

Company Facts
https://www.re-flekt.com/
harry.hulme@re-flekt.com

Size of Company: 35-100
Years in operation: 7-10
Funding Round: Series A

Company Details

Customers
Audi, BASF, BMW, Bosch, Eon, Hyperloop, Hyundai, Leybold, Porsche,
Seepex, and Thyssen Krupp

Case Study/Achievement
ABB’s Collaborative Operations and RE’FLEKT’s Augmented Reality
Ecosystem combine continuous monitoring and data insights with
real-time visualization and instant access to knowledge. This turns data
and analytics into easy-to-use, step-by-step instructions with live
remote support, enabling any service technician to perform the
required task to resolve a condition in an efficient manner. RE’FLEKT’s
Augmented Reality Ecosystem allows ABB to provide instant customer
support and in-house creation of AR-powered manuals and tutorials –
at ABB or directly at the customer's site. This will improve workflows,
enhance technicias' capabilities and increase customer satisfaction.
https://www.re-flekt.com/portfolio-item/abb-industrial-automation

Which immersive technologies are you active in?
Augmented Reality
Which verticals or industry sectors do you operate in?
Consumer Packaged Goods (CPG)
Defense/Military/Security
Energy
Healthcare/Pharma
Industrial/Shipping/Urban Planning
Transportation/Mobility
Which application areas do you work on?
Analytics/Data Visualisation
Automation/Prototyping/R&D
Design/Visualisation
Marketing/Sales
Product Development
Remote Collaboration
Service/Maintenance
Training/Education

Expertise, Products, Services and Solutions
Software Development
What do you make?
Product, Custom Solutions
What is the software capable of?
Animation/Visualisation
Tracking/Capturing
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vr-on GmbH
Summary
We connect professionals in VR! We are an experienced and international
team of VR experts, software developers and 3D artists based in Munich
with the shared goal to use virtual reality as a communication medium for
work. We believe VR can improve the cooperation between people by
facilitating collaboration. Our work is mainly focused on multi-user
collaboration for which we have developed the collaboration platform
STAGE. A secure virtual reality platform where teams can watch,
experience, and discuss designs and layouts as people would in reality by
delivering real-time communication, immersive visualization and an
awareness for atmosphere. Additionally, a meeting in STAGE saves costs
compared to present meeting types.

Company Facts
https://vr-on.com
https://stage.vr-on.cloud/vr-on/
sales@vr-on.com

Size of Company: 10-35
Years in operation: 4-6
Funding Round: None

Company Details
Which immersive technologies are you active in?
Virtual Reality

Customers
Airbus, Linde, Grenzebach, Piterion, Amproma...

Case Study/Achievement
A+F uses STAGE for the coordination with the customer but also
internally and across disciplines. The entire engineering, both the
mechanical and electrical planning and the development of the
software components use STAGE for the rapid recording of the
specific requirements, which are used as a basis for decision-making
during the respective project phases. STAGE can be used not only for
project and product reviews but also for training on the system independent of location. Operators or the project engineer no longer
need to be connected to the real machine.
https://www.it-daily.net/shortnews/22468-vr-on-startet-cloud-servicefuer-multi-user-vr

Which verticals or industry sectors do you operate in?
Architecture/Construction
Defense/Military/Security
Healthcare/Pharma
Transportation/Mobility
Which application areas do you work on?
Design/Visualisation
Marketing/Sales
Network/Streaming Services
Planning/Engineering
Remote Collaboration
Service/Maintenance
Training/Education

Expertise, Products, Services and Solutions
Software Development
What do you make?
Product, Custom Solutions, Experiences
What is the software capable of?
Animation/Visualisation
Audio
Configurator
Data Conversion
Streaming

What do you hope/need/want from a Germany Ecosystem?
To build a stronger VR/AR ecosystem where great innovative products
can be created and providing more opportunities for collaboration.
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VRdirect
Summary
VRdirect is the easiest solution for corporates to get started with Virtual
Reality! The platform enables enterprises, agencies and content creators
to manage and distribute Virtual Reality projects with internal teams with
easy workflow that requires no expert skills. Projects can be distributed to
almost any smartphone, VR headset, or even any website using the
VRdirect Web-Player. Projects are published and updated in real-time and
distributed to any device globally using the VRdirect Cloud Infrastructure.
This enables use cases ranging from Virtual Tours and Training &
Education to Marketing & Sales and Product Visualization, and best of all
we offer a free trial!

Company Facts
https://www.vrdirect.com
contact@vrdirect.com

Size of Company: 10-35
Years in operation: 2-3
Funding Round: Seed

Company Details
Which immersive technologies are you active in?
Virtual Reality
Which verticals or industry sectors do you operate in?
Academia/Education
Architecture/Construction
Arts & Culture/Museums
Commerce/Trade
Consumer Packaged Goods (CPG)
Defense/Military/Security
Energy
Entertainment
Healthcare/Pharma
News/Journalism
Which application areas do you work on?
Automation/Prototyping/R&D
Design/Visualisation
Entertainment/Media/Gaming
Marketing/Sales
Network/Streaming Services
Planning/Engineering
Product Development
Service/Maintenance
Training/Education
Usability/Ergonomics

Expertise, Products, Services and Solutions
Software Development
What do you make?
Product, Custom Solutions, Experiences

Customers
Siemens, VW, Porsche, Lufthansa, MAN, E.ON, Deutsche Telekom,
WDR, Henkel, Red Cross, Beckman Coulter, Airport Munich, Deutsche
Welle, European Investment Bank, Hekatron

Case Study/Achievement
Corporates like Siemens, Porsche and E.ON use the VRdirect platform
to create and manage VR projects and VR project libraries with internal
teams. VRdirect provides a platform that can be used across the entire
organization. Using 360° images or videos from any 360° camera or 3D
software, VRdirect allows to create interactive experiences and
distribute them to VR apps for iOS, Android and Oculus or any
websites. VRdirect has extensive experience in working with
corporates (IT, data security etc.) and supports clients in building
internal expertise and internalize VR project execution.
https://blog.vrdirect.com

What do you hope/need/want from a Germany Ecosystem?
We strongly believe that the Virtual Reality ecosystems benefit from
partnering and joint efforts to develop the German, but also
international Virtual Reality market. We are always looking for
professional partners for production, content creation and client
projects.

What is the software capable of?
360º Video
Animation/Visualisation
(Shooting/Stitching/Editing)
Data Conversion
Configurator
Platform/Middleware/CMS
Entertainment
Web Editor
Streaming
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Vuframe
Summary
Andreas Zeitler is founder and CEO of the 3D, AR & VR start-up Vuframe.
With more than 15 years of experience in the gaming industry and in mixed
reality, he is an expert when talking about augmented and virtual reality.
With the help of our platform SmartVu™, we want to enable anyone to
create, edit and share 3D, Augmented Reality and Virtual Reality in an easy
way. SmartVu™ can be applied in many different areas for example, sales
and marketing, exhibitions or even virtual trainings, and is used by several
enterprises in the areas of fashion, construction and real estate.

Company Facts
https://www.vuframe.com/
https://www.vuframe.studio/
info@vuframe.com

Size of Company: 10-35
Years in operation: 4-6
Funding Round: Series A

Company Details
Which immersive technologies are you active in?
Virtual & Augmented Reality
Which verticals or industry sectors do you operate in?
Architecture/Construction
Commerce/Trade
Fashion/Luxury/Beauty
Transportation/Mobility

Customers
SIEMENS, Efaflex, Flughafen München, Continental, s.Oliver, Krones,
Meplan, Messe München

Case Study/Achievement
One of our most interesting projects was the virtual demonstration of
the new SIEMENS campus in Erlangen. In order to visualise the new
buildings before the construction finished, we created a virtual tour of
the new campus to give employees and visitors an insight into the
project. In the end all that was needed were the existing construction
plans. Meanwhile a virtual office configurator was added to show
employees their new office spaces. Together with SIEMENS, Vuframe
won the German Design Award 2018 in the category "Digital
Transformation - Innovation".
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xiy2er_143g&t=2s

Which application areas do you work on?
Automation/Prototyping/R&D
Marketing/Sales
Planning/Engineering
Product Development
Remote Collaboration
Training/Education

Expertise, Products, Services and Solutions
SaaS
What do you do?
VUFRAME® offers a cloud-based platform to process existing 3D data into a
user-friendly, compressed and secure format – the SmartVu™. Use
SmartVu™ to virtually show and share your products anywhere, anytime –
whether you are in your office, at the customer’s, at home or on the road.
State-of-the-art technologies such as 3D, Augmented Reality and Virtual
Reality make this possible.
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7.

IntoVR
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INVR.SPACE GmbH
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10.
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15.
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Amilux Film
Summary
Amilux Film is a film production company based in Berlin & Vienna and was
founded by Gerda Leopold in 2014 with the aim to combine narrative forms
of film with the latest immersive tech. With a focus VR Amilux Film is a
registered distribution partner of Playstation VR, Oculus and HTC/Viveport
as well as works with its own international network of co-production
partners and XR experts.

platforms, film- and XR companies

Company Facts
http://amiluxfilm.com
office@amiluxfilm.com

Customers

Size of Company: 2-5
Years in operation: 4-6
Funding Round: None

Company Details
Which immersive technologies are you active in?
Virtual Reality

Case Study/Achievement
BALLAVITA is a 34 minute stereoscopic 360° film shot in live action
CGI. It has premiered at the 75th Venice Film Festival in 2018 and was
nominated at the European Film, Stereopsia, Brussels 2018.
http://ballavita.com

Which verticals or industry sectors do you operate in?
Arts & Culture/Museums
Entertainment
Which application areas do you work on?
Entertainment/Media/Gaming

Expertise, Products, Services and Solutions
Software Development
What do you make?
Experiences
What is the software capable of?
360º Video
Entertainment
(Shooting/Stitching/Editing)

What do you hope/need/want from a Germany Ecosystem?
To create a forum, which develops a strategy of how to be competitive
in the International markets.
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Booster Space Events & Consulting
Summary
We help networks and associations grow, like VRBB since it's foundation.
We are also founding members of games:net bb and the game Verband. By
bringing people together on an interdisciplinary and international level, we
combine best-in-class business development with regional marketing and
are experts in funding and fundraising. We love what we do!

Customers
Company Facts
https://www.booster-space.com
https://www.vrnowcon.io
hi@booster-space.com

Size of Company: 5-10
Years in operation: 4-6
Funding Round: None

VRBB, media:net, game - Verband, Kickstarter, A MAZE., ESBD, and
more events, networks and institutions in the digital media fields.

Case Study/Achievement
VR NOW Awards (on behalf of VRBB)

Company Details
Which immersive technologies are you active in?
Virtual & Augmented Reality

https://www.vrnowcon.io

Which verticals or industry sectors do you operate in?
Academia/Education
Entertainment
Which application areas do you work on?
Entertainment/Media/Gaming
Live Events/Curation

Expertise, Products, Services and Solutions
We are an event specialist based in Berlin.
What do you do?
Booster Space is the company behind the leading Games & VR events:
gamesweekberlin, Womenize! Games and Tech, QUO VADIS conference and
VR NOW Con & Awards. We also consult on funding and business
development.
What do you hope/need/want from a Germany Ecosystem?
No tech development without functioning internet. No
entrepreneurship without fast administration. No talent without
modern education. In all three fields Germany is lagging far behind. It's
time revolutionize!
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Clipessence
Summary
Clipessence was founded in 2010 with the intention of making good
photographs and videos for those who would otherwise refrain because of
the high prices. In 2015 Clipessence started to engage in 360° video
productions and 360° photo tours mainly for Google My Business. Other
areas of engagement are commercials for cinema and TV. Clipessence has
many well-known customers all over Germany and has produced
thousands of videos & photo shoots.

Company Facts
https://www.clipessence.com/de/
ulf.beyschlag@clipessence.com

Size of Company: 10-35
Years in operation: 7-10

Company Details
Which immersive technologies are you active in?
Virtual Reality

Customers
insurances, cooperatives, marketing companies, public administration

Case Study/Achievement
Clipessence provides authentic and entertaining videos that achieve
the intended results at attractive costs. The recent 360° video
productions for the German Ministry for Development and Economic
Cooperation (cashew production in Burkina Faso and climate change
in Madagascar) were especially successful at fairs.
https://youtu.be/2UngzO-uoXA

Which verticals or industry sectors do you operate in?
Arts & Culture/Museums
Commerce/Trade
Food/Beverages
Finance
Healthcare/Pharma
Travel/Tourism
Which application areas do you work on?
Design/Visualisation
Entertainment/Media/Gaming
Marketing/Sales

Expertise, Products, Services and Solutions
video and Photo production
What do you do?
we produce videos and photos (classical and 360°) Germany-wide and
internationally at attractive prices

What do you hope/need/want from a Germany Ecosystem?
New business opportunities and networking
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Exozet
Summary
“We make millions of people smile” – that is our mission and motto when
developing immersive digital products and services for our clients. We rely
on ideation workshops, creative prototyping, and an agile development
process to create innovative immersive solutions that inspire, now and in
the future. We collaborate as a team with our clients and place a focus on
the user experience right from the start. We provide all design services (UX
concepts & UI design), technical development, hardware and on-site
support as well as the distribution and operation of experiences.

Company Facts
https://www.exozet.com
https://www.exozet.com/en/
hi@exozet.com

Size of Company: >100
Years in operation: 10+ years

Company Details
Which immersive technologies are you active in?
Virtual & Augmented Reality
Which verticals or industry sectors do you operate in?
Architecture/Construction
Arts & Culture/Museums
Commerce/Trade
Entertainment
Fashion/Luxury/Beauty
Finance
Healthcare/Pharma
News/Journalism
Travel/Tourism
Transportation/Mobility

Customers
Audi AG, Siemens AG, Byton, Kindermuseum Graz, Deutsche Zentrale
für Tourismus, DuMont Media & others

Case Study/Achievement
Safe training. Siemens relies on VR and AR training for power plant
maintenance. A global player like Siemens has to train specialists
worldwide. That can be very time-consuming and costly. That’s why the
Berlin training center TECC is breaking new ground with us. Together,
we are developing virtual training solutions for the maintenance of
large and complex power generation systems. This makes training not
only independent of time and place, but also absolutely risk-free.
https://www.exozet.com/en/project/safe-training-siemens-vr-artraining/

Which application areas do you work on?
Analytics/Data Visualisation
Design/Visualisation
Entertainment/Media/Gaming
Marketing/Sales
Network/Streaming Services
Product Development
Remote Collaboration
Service/Maintenance
Training/Education
Usability/Ergonomics

Expertise, Products, Services and Solutions
Software Development
What do you make?
Product, Custom Solutions, Experiences
What is the software capable of?
360º Video
Analytics
(Shooting/Stitching/Editing)
Configurator
Animation/Visualisation
Haptics
Entertainment
Platform/Middleware/CMS
Photogrammetry/Volumetric
VFX/Rendering
Streaming

What do you hope/need/want from a Germany Ecosystem?
Clients with requirements in sales and marketing, and clients in the
learning & education as well as training area. We are also looking for
partners in the 3D design and creation area to help us manage peak
loads.
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House of Research GmbH
Summary
Consulting based on high quality research, quantitative representative as
well as qualitative methods. 20 years of experience in media and
communication markets.

Company Facts
https://www.house-of-research.de
info@house-of-research.de

Size of Company: 5-10
Years in operation: 10+ years

Company Details
Which immersive technologies are you active in?
Virtual & Augmented Reality

Case Study/Achievement
Please see some of our case studies to get a very brief overview about
our work
https://www.house-of-research.de/en/our-work/

Which verticals or industry sectors do you operate in?
Academia/Education
Arts & Culture/Museums
Entertainment
Travel/Tourism
Which application areas do you work on?
Market Research

Expertise, Products, Services and Solutions
Research & Consulting
What do you do?
Communication- and Market Research for media firm, federal and state
authorities, associations and more
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I-mmersive
Summary
I-mmersive is a Berlin based VR hardware and software company, which
focuses on research & development of VR technologies & experiences.
With the YEYE360 System i-mmersive developed the fastest, almost
latency-free 360° 4K camera and software suites, but also creates tailormade special appliance camera systems for various clients. Companies like
Nokia use the YEYE360 worldwide to show off the speed of 5G
transmissions, while the Volkswagen R&D group use the VEYE 360 to
develop a remote security application for their autonomous driving
projects. The VEYE360 System has been awarded with the create
technology award 2016 and has been nominated for the UX design award
2017.

Company Facts
https://i-mmersive.net/
https://i-mmersive.net/products/
quintus@i-mmersive.net

Size of Company: 5-10
Years in operation: 4-6
Funding Round: Seed

Company Details
Which immersive technologies are you active in?
Virtual & Augmented Reality

Customers
arte, Nokia, WDR, Porsche, UFA

Case Study/Achievement
VR e-learning can solve the problem of a lack of teachers in the rural
areas in South Africa, but the solution has to be affordable whilst still
being motivating. The concept is to extend the reach of a real good
teacher via 360° live streaming. 360° cameras make operators
unnecessary and allows a teacher to educate using the real space
(blackboards) as well as the digital space (popups and 3D models for
extra information), which makes the live streaming incredibly
immersive, like a private lesson. At the center of the solution is a
platform where courses, user data and learning material is stored. The
Solution is running in South Africa as a POC to cover basic education.
https://i-mmersive.net/products/connected-schools/

Which verticals or industry sectors do you operate in?
Academia/Education
Defense/Military/Security
Entertainment
News/Journalism
Travel/Tourism
Which application areas do you work on?
Analytics/Data Visualisation
Entertainment/Media/Gaming
Remote Collaboration
Training/Education
Patient Therapy/Rehabilitation

Expertise, Products, Services and Solutions
Hardware Manufacturing
What do you make?
Scanners/Sensors/Cameras
What add-ons do you provide?
SDK/Plugin
Proprietary Software/Editor

Web Application
Database/Backend

What do you hope/need/want from a Germany Ecosystem?
That VR will be taken as a serious industry and a good collabortion
between Vr comopanies
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IntoVR
Summary
Our team consists of trained video journalists. We focus on virtual reality
and 360 ° content. IntoVR produces content for VR glasses, websites and
social media channels. We also advise companies, organizations and the
media on their social media activities. By cleverly adapting content to the
requirements of the respective social media channel, we support our
clients in making their messages heard and engaging in a real exchange with
their digital community. We have been awarded the German Reporter
Prize, the Photokina Motion Picture Award and have been nominated for a
number of productions for various awards (e.g. Grimme Online Award
2018 and 2019). The team has also been voted Journalist of the Year 2017 by
Medium Magazin.

Company Facts
https://www.intovr.de
vr@intovr.de

Size of Company: 5-10
Years in operation: 4-6
Funding Round: None

Customers
ARD, HR, MDR, WDR, Kika, NGOs, Museums, Axel Springer SE, Ringier
AG, Google, CDU, SPD, Bundesrepublik Deutschland, VRdirect,

Case Study/Achievement
In addition to the production of content, advice is becoming more and
more important: What is really useful? What techniques, what
opportunities, what types of storytelling are there? What does it take
and cost to produce?. The photo shows founder Susanne Dickel at the
Sparkassen Innovation Day in Hamburg.

Company Details
Which immersive technologies are you active in?
Virtual Reality
Which verticals or industry sectors do you operate in?
Academia/Education
Arts & Culture/Museums
Entertainment
Finance
News/Journalism
Travel/Tourism
Which application areas do you work on?
Design/Visualisation
Entertainment/Media/Gaming
Marketing/Sales
Training/Education
Storytelling

Expertise, Products, Services and Solutions
Software Development
What do you make?
Experiences
What is the software capable of?
360º Video
Entertainment
(Shooting/Stitching/Editing)
Work for Hire

What do you hope/need/want from a Germany Ecosystem?
Unification of all regional and national Associations to speak with one
strong voice in Germany and Europe.
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INVR.SPACE GmbH
Summary
We are Europe’s leading XR full-service Studio offering services like
Production & Post-production, VR CINEMA, whilst also having a R&D
Department and the go-to place for hardware and equipment rental in our
field.

Company Facts
https://www.invr.space
http://www.360camrent.com
mail@invr.space

Size of Company: 10-35
Years in operation: 4-6
Funding Round: None

Customers
Samsung, Harman, Unicef, Porsche, Mercedes, BMW, Deutsche Bank,
reallifefilm international, Fraunhofer Society, arte, Berliner Festspiele,
Kulturprojekte Berlin, Berlinale

Company Details

Case Study/Achievement

Which immersive technologies are you active in?
Virtual & Augmented Reality

More than 200 projects per year and more than 1000 projects since
founding INVR

Which verticals or industry sectors do you operate in?
Academia/Education
Architecture/Construction
Arts & Culture/Museums
Commerce/Trade
Energy
Entertainment
Fashion/Luxury/Beauty
Food/Beverages
Finance
Healthcare/Pharma

What do you hope/need/want from a Germany Ecosystem?
More educated employees in the near future!

Which application areas do you work on?
Automation/Prototyping/R&D
Design/Visualisation
Entertainment/Media/Gaming
Live Events/Curation
Marketing/Sales
Market Research
Network/Streaming Services
Product Development
Patient Therapy/Rehabilitation
Training/Education

Expertise, Products, Services and Solutions
Software Development
What do you make?
Product, Custom Solutions, Experiences
What is the software capable of?
360º Video
Analytics
(Shooting/Stitching/Editing)
Audio
Animation/Visualisation
Data Conversion
Configurator
Haptics
Entertainment
Platform/Middleware/CMS
Photogrammetry/Volumetric
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KARO Labs GmbH
Summary
KARO Labs is a Berlin based tech start-up that provides cutting edge, fully
immersive and engaging VR Experiences for brand enhancement across
industry segments. KARO provides a bouquet of specialized services that
include strategic consulting and technology advisory for any topic related
to VR, production of immersive experiences and acquisition of VR content.
KARO is also developing its own VR software ecosystem (The SASHA
Platform) that covers all aspects of VR content creation and consumption,
so that any user with standard hardware can produce, share and monetize
immersive content. As VR emerges as a new channel for marketing
activities and communication, we help our customers become VR-Ready
for the future.

Company Facts
https://www.karolabs.com
info@karolabs.com

Size of Company: 2-5
Years in operation: 1
Funding Round: Pre-Seed/
Accelerator

Company Details
Which immersive technologies are you active in?
Virtual Reality
Which verticals or industry sectors do you operate in?
Academia/Education
Architecture/Construction
Arts & Culture/Museums
Entertainment
Fashion/Luxury/Beauty
Travel/Tourism

Customers
ESMT Berlin, Humboldt Innovation, RICCI EVERYDAY

Case Study/Achievement
Case Study: VR Brochure for Student Recruitment (2017 - ongoing)
ESMT Berlin is Germany’s leading business school and is located in the
heart of Berlin, right next to the Humboldt Forum. The ESMT building
has a deep-rooted history and apart from being used as a business
school, it also acts as a tourist attraction hosting many business and
cultural events. ESMT Berlin utilizes VR to not only showcase the
grandeur of the property, but also to create a connect with
prospective students from across the world. Within a year of its launch,
ESMT’s VR Experience has received positive feedback from students
and is serving the institution well to attract top talent and maintain its
strong diversity. Achievement: KARO Labs was awarded the Berliner
Startup Stipendium in 2017 as part of the Humboldt Innovation
Network.

Which application areas do you work on?
Analytics/Data Visualisation
Design/Visualisation
Entertainment/Media/Gaming
Marketing/Sales
Product Development
Training/Education

Expertise, Products, Services and Solutions
Software Development
What do you make?
Product, Custom Solutions, Experiences
What is the software capable of?
360º Video
Analytics
(Shooting/Stitching/Editing)
Audio
Animation/Visualisation
Platform/Middleware/CMS
Entertainment
VFX/Rendering
Streaming
Web Editor

What do you hope/need/want from a Germany Ecosystem?
More access to fresh talent from colleges. More support to hire lateral
talent from larger organizations.
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media:net berlinbrandenburg e.V.
Summary
Founded in 2001, media:net is one of the largest and most successful
network initiatives in Germany, providing drive and support for countless
companies within the digital and media economy whilst acting as a
spokesperson, advocate and matchmaker by building bridges between
businesses, politics and research. With our events, we provide our
members with direct networking opportunities for optimum visibility in
their markets via our large partner network and press contacts. These
synergies benefit not only our member companies, but also the BerlinBrandenburg region as a whole, because companies are stronger together!

Company Facts
https://www.medianet-bb.de/en/…
info@medianet-bb.de

Size of Company: 5-10
Years in operation: 10+ years

Company Details
Which immersive technologies are you active in?
Virtual & Augmented Reality
Which verticals or industry sectors do you operate in?
Digital Media
Which application areas do you work on?
Marketing/Sales
Market Research

Customers
Medienboard, IBB, ILB, Berlin Partner, IHK Berlin, IHK Potsdam,
Telekom, WFBB, numerous companies all over Berlin and
Brandenburg

Case Study/Achievement
With our initiatives, we give each industry its own platform. We are a
network multiplier for our members by providing new business
contacts and access to politics, funding institutions and actively link
them to untapped markets. We also commission surveys and provide
training opportunities to our members. Together with our members
we drive the important topics forward, whilst providing the impetus for
Berlin-Brandenburg as an economic hub. In addition to all this, we
organize more than 100 events every year!
https://www.medianet-bb.de/en/about-us-2/

Expertise, Products, Services and Solutions
Digital Ecosystem Association
What do you do?
We represent our member companies across industries and borders from
established and globally active companies to young growing start-ups.
Together with institutions, associations and opinion leaders from the
economy, research and politics, media:net participates in shaping the
economic framework of the region as well as taking up trending topics and
needs of our members with studies and surveys.

What do you hope/need/want from a Germany Ecosystem?
We want the best conditions for our member companies at the
location.
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mYndstorm productions
Summary
Oliver Czeslik and Kathrin Brunner bring art, film and digital media together
to explore what becomes of narration in a multidimensional and virtual
world. We are flooded with pictures, stories, videos everyday, in touch with
people from all over the world even when entering virtual dimensions. All
this changes how we tell stories and perceive reality. Fiction and reality are
weaved together in a new way, and mYndstorm is setting out to chart these
changes. By bringing together arts, film, science and technology to
produce little "mYndstorms", our current projects are specialised in
bringing together physical and virtual spaces whilst also developing
Neurosensitive VR (i.e. interactivity with sensors, especially via Computer
Brain Interface). Our work is based on scientific models of the brain to
inform a new type of human narration.

Company Facts
https://www.myndstorm.me/
info@myndstorm.me

Size of Company: 2-5
Years in operation: 10+ years
Funding Round: Pre-Seed/
Accelerator

Company Details
Which immersive technologies are you active in?
Virtual & Augmented Reality

Customers
Partners: Human Brain Project, Bauhaus Universität Weimar,
brainboost, Forschungszentrum Jülich, VR Days Europe

Case Study/Achievement
The VR Installation "Me & My Brain" is developed in an Open Lab
System. So far three Open Labs have been presented. One at the
Bauhaus Universität, another at Reeperbahn Festival in Hamburg, and a
third culminating at VRDays Europe in Amsterdam entitled BrainSpace.
Our Open Lab VR installation, centered around the interactivity in VR
with BCI, neuroscience and art by collaborating with renowned artists,
scientists and technologists.
https://vrdays.co/program/european-creators-lab/brainspace/

What do you hope/need/want from a Germany Ecosystem?
Looking for exciting partners and institutions/museums to bring our VR
installation "Me & My Brain" and other developments to the public.

Which verticals or industry sectors do you operate in?
Academia/Education
Arts & Culture/Museums
Entertainment
Fashion/Luxury/Beauty
Healthcare/Pharma
News/Journalism
Travel/Tourism
Which application areas do you work on?
Design/Visualisation
Entertainment/Media/Gaming
Live Events/Curation
Marketing/Sales
Patient Therapy/Rehabilitation
Brain Computer Interfaces (BCI)

Expertise, Products, Services and Solutions
Software Development
What do you make?
Custom Solutions, Experiences
What is the software capable of?
Animation/Visualisation
Audio
Data Conversion
Entertainment
Haptics
Tracking/Capturing
VFX/Rendering
BCI
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NowHere Media
Summary
NowHere Media is an award-winning studio in Berlin crafting virtual and
augmented experiences that enable audiences to view contemporary
issues through a critical lens. We work with nonprofits, media
organisations and brand partners to create impactful stories that inspire
and engage global audiences. We specialise in human rights, conflict, social
justice and environment and are trained for productions in hostile and
challenging environments. Founders Felix Gaedtke and Gayatri
Parameswaran have backgrounds in journalism and believe in the power of
stories to transform. As a boutique studio we value quality over quantity,
and understand diversity in all its forms to be an asset. For each project, we
carefully curate teams to meet specific needs for immersive design:
photogrammetry, volumetric capture, animation or sensorial installations.

Company Facts
http://www.nowheremedia.net/
contact@nowheremedia.net

Size of Company: 2-5
Years in operation: 2-3
Funding Round: Pre-Seed/
Accelerator

Customers
Oculus VR for Good, Medienboard Berlin-Brandenburg, Sundance
Institute, Kaleidscope, INVR, Realities.io, Medieninnovationszentrum
Babelsberg, ZHDK etc.

Case Study/Achievement
One of our previous productions, Home After War, an immersive
experience about the danger of Improvised Explosive Devices (IEDs) in
Iraq, has won several awards including the "Best Use of Immersive
Experience" at SXSW 2019. It screened at over 40 film festivals
including the world premiere at the Venice International Film Festival
and at the United Nations in Geneva and New York.
https://www.homeafterwar.net

Company Details
Which immersive technologies are you active in?
Virtual & Augmented Reality
Which verticals or industry sectors do you operate in?
Academia/Education
Arts & Culture/Museums
Entertainment
News/Journalism
Which application areas do you work on?
Entertainment/Media/Gaming
Training/Education
Immersive Art and Impact

Expertise, Products, Services and Solutions
Experience development, storytelling and product development
What do you do?
We are a storytelling studio crafting immersive experiences that allow
audiences to view contemporary issues through a critical lens.

What do you hope/need/want from a Germany Ecosystem?
Financial support as well as visibility within the ecosystem.
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pimento formate
Summary
We create experiences for AR and VR projects. pimento formate is a
creative agency for new forms of information and knowledge transfer. We
design and implement high-quality AR, VR and digital experiences for
corporate and brand communication as well as for edutainment and
mental health projects. Our production partner is pimento GmbH, other
partners and the whole network of Virtual Reality Berlin-Brandenburg e.V.

Customers
Network VRBB and others

Company Facts
http://www.pimento-formate.de
http://www.pimento.de
e.langer@pimento-formate.de

Size of Company: 2-5
Years in operation: 4-6
Funding Round: Seed

Case Study/Achievement
Experiences for Museum Islamische Kunst, AR App for ARD, AR for
Edutainment
https://www.pimento-formate.de/portfolio_page/future-leafaugmented-reality-app-fuer-tv-sender/

Company Details
Which immersive technologies are you active in?
Virtual & Augmented Reality
Which verticals or industry sectors do you operate in?
Academia/Education
Architecture/Construction
Arts & Culture/Museums
Entertainment
Fashion/Luxury/Beauty
Healthcare/Pharma
News/Journalism
Travel/Tourism
Which application areas do you work on?
Entertainment/Media/Gaming
Marketing/Sales
Market Research
Product Development
Training/Education
Usability/Ergonomics
Patient Therapy/Rehabilitation

Expertise, Products, Services and Solutions
Content Creation, XR-UX-Design, Immersive Storytelling, Immersive Media
Business
What do you do?
Innovation Management for media & communication products that
specialises in creating, producing and directing XR content.
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REKORDER STUDIOS
Summary
rekorder studios stages and designs audio for film, TV, cinema, corporate
communications and advertising. our services include voice production,
sound design, music, 360° VR sound, podcasts, reports & high quality
dubbing/ADR.

Company Facts
https://www.rekorder.berlin
https://rekordersonics.berlin
hello@rekorder.berlin

Size of Company: 2-5
Years in operation: 4-6
Funding Round: None

Company Details
Which immersive technologies are you active in?
Virtual Reality
Which verticals or industry sectors do you operate in?
Entertainment
Which application areas do you work on?
Entertainment/Media/Gaming

Expertise, Products, Services and Solutions
Ambisonics Sounds
What do you do?
360° immersive audio revolution: We offer a 360° Immersive Audio Studio
with a scalable speaker setup for TV, cinema and for 360°-movies in
Ambisonics format, combined with an HTC Vive Headset. We do mixes for
home, cinema, streaming and stage in 5. 1, 7. 4. 1 and 9. 4. 1 Third-Order
Ambisonics mixing studio with Genelec speaker setup. Audio upmixing and
downmixing to all spatial and binaural formats.
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Sehsucht Berlin GmbH & Co. KG
Summary
We're storytellers that use good design to help find answers to the
questions and challenges companies have in communication & marketing.
As a service provider for moving image productions and interactive
experiences, our team consists of people who bring expertise in working
directly with clients. Working in classical post-production and VFX world
since 2001, Sehsucht Berlin's focus has been on 3D Motion Graphics &
Animation and in recent years have increasingly specialised in interactive
experiences as well. For this reason, our projects all have a strong
storytelling aspect whilst using innovative developments in immersive
technologies and spatial computing. We truly value an eye-to-eye
partnerships with our customers by actively taking on the role of
consultant. Our work is at the crossroads of technological innovation and
art/design.

Company Facts
https://www.sehsucht.de
https://sehsucht.voyage
producing_berlin@sehsucht.de

Size of Company: 10-35
Years in operation: 10+ years
Funding Round: None

Customers
Ad agencies / communication agencies (JvM, Antoni, DDB, The
Goodwins, Droga5, Kolle Rebbe) and direct clients (Microsoft, Daimler,
Deutsche Bahn)

Case Study/Achievement
Interactive VR Game (E-Heroes) https://vimeo.com/271651368 – 3D
Animation for Microsoft ToDo (Change)
https://sehsucht.de/work/microsoft-change/ – Interactive WebGL
Project for Nike (Genealogy of Nike Free) https://vimeo.com/90651579
– 360° Video for Moderat Reminder (Music Video)
https://sehsucht.de/work/moderat-reminder/ –Children's Game
(Inhouse Production) http://garyandclaire.sehsucht.de/
https://sehsucht.voyage/

Company Details
Which immersive technologies are you active in?
Virtual & Augmented Reality
Which verticals or industry sectors do you operate in?
Architecture/Construction
Arts & Culture/Museums
Commerce/Trade
Entertainment

What do you hope/need/want from a Germany Ecosystem?
Braver clients and the chance to work on more experimental projects.

Which application areas do you work on?
Design/Visualisation
Entertainment/Media/Gaming
Live Events/Curation
Product Development

Expertise, Products, Services and Solutions
Software Development
What do you make?
Custom Solutions, Experiences
What is the software capable of?
360º Video
Animation/Visualisation
(Shooting/Stitching/Editing)
VFX/Rendering
Entertainment
Work for Hire
Web API
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Trotzkind GmbH
Summary
Trotzkind GmbH is a Berlin based content and technology provider for
immersive medias like VR, AR, 360° video, games, films and interactive
installations. Their client’s industries range from the entertainment
industry to business applications, from medical solutions to architectural
designs, from software development to creating a great IP. Trotzkind’s
strong focus on digital storytelling combines the emotional depths of films
with the interactivity and choices from games. That is why Trotzkind
developed cutting-edge technologies ranging from photorealistic
reconstructions of objects and 3D-filmed people to their own
implementation of VR multiplayer with physics for real-time engines. In May
2017 Trotzkind opened HUXLEY® Berlin - a location based Multiuser VR
Experience where you meet a cool AI and save the world in 44 minutes.

Company Facts
https://trotzkind.com/en/
mail@trotzkind.com

Size of Company: 10-35
Years in operation: 4-6
Funding Round: None

Company Details
Which immersive technologies are you active in?
Virtual & Augmented Reality

Customers
Carlsen GmbH, Innogy SE, Bonniert Group, Volkswagen AG, Microsoft,
EXIT VR, Fraunhofer Gesellschaft, ZDF

Case Study/Achievement
“HUXLEY” is the result of a fusion of live escape game and virtual reality
game. The VR technology used (VR glasses, VR PC backpack, handheld
controllers, headphones) offers players new and fantastic 3D worlds
without limits. 2-4 players form a team and can see each other in virtual
reality as avatars, talk to each other and move around freely as in a live
escape game. "HUXLEY" is winner of the German Computer Game
Award, Animago Award 2018 and VR Entertainment Award VR NOW
2017.
https://trotzkind.com/en/portfolio/huxley-virtual-reality-escape-game

Which verticals or industry sectors do you operate in?
Academia/Education
Architecture/Construction
Arts & Culture/Museums
Commerce/Trade
Entertainment
Fashion/Luxury/Beauty
Healthcare/Pharma
Industrial/Shipping/Urban Planning
News/Journalism
Travel/Tourism
Which application areas do you work on?
Automation/Prototyping/R&D
Design/Visualisation
Entertainment/Media/Gaming
Live Events/Curation
Marketing/Sales
Planning/Engineering
Product Development
Remote Collaboration
Service/Maintenance
Training/Education

Expertise, Products, Services and Solutions
Software Development
What do you make?
Product, Custom Solutions, Experiences
What is the software capable of?
360º Video
Animation/Visualisation
(Shooting/Stitching/Editing)
Configurator
Audio
Photogrammetry/Volumetric
Entertainment
VFX/Rendering
Tracking/Capturing

What do you hope/need/want from a Germany Ecosystem?
Germany needs to be on of the leads for immersive technologies and
medias in the future.
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Xibit
Summary
Xibit is an award winning B2B augmented reality startup from Berlin, that
helps brands provide memorable, inspiring and shareable experiences to
their customers, with a maximum convenience. By using our cutting edge
mixed reality software, combined with the latest MR technology, we help
brands save up to x100 of their experience budget. Thanks to our platform,
our customers can set up the experience themselves in less than 1 min, and
don’t need any extra space, or logistics for their experiences. Xibit is trusted
by world-class customers and has won amazing awards. Recently we have
been selected by McKinsey, TechStars, SAP, and Telekom as the Rising Star
of the Year, as well as the top 100 creative solutions by Business Punk.

TEDxBerlin, Inbuilders, Quadpack, Mercure Hotel, Kulturprojekte
Berlin, British council, RedOnion, Soho House Berlin, Bombay
Sapphire, Open AR Cloud, ESCP Europe.

Case Study/Achievement

Company Facts
https://www.xibitxr.com
contact@xibitxr.com

Customers

Size of Company: 2-5
Years in operation: 1
Funding Round: Pre-Seed/
Accelerator

Company Details
Which immersive technologies are you active in?
Augmented Reality
Which verticals or industry sectors do you operate in?
Academia/Education
Architecture/Construction
Arts & Culture/Museums
Consumer Packaged Goods (CPG)
Entertainment
Fashion/Luxury/Beauty
Food/Beverages
Finance
News/Journalism
Travel/Tourism

Development of first of its kind – Mixed Reality brand experiences in the
beauty industry. Development of a curation & exhibition application
for art and culture in any space, cutting logistical costs up to x100. We
use it to help hold exhibitions in Germany, Spain, UAE, Morocco,
Monaco, and China - inspiring hundreds of people. Awards: - Rising star
of the year at the Berlin Beautiful Software awards by Wlounge,
McKinsey, TechStars, SAP, and Telekom. - Top 100 creative founders in
2019 by Business Punk. - 1st prize at Startup night pitch & pitchers by
Telekom, hubraum, and SME Dubai. Partners Magic Leap, Factory
Berlin, Museum für Naturkunde, Virtual Reality Berlin Brandenburg e.V

Which application areas do you work on?
Analytics/Data Visualisation
Automation/Prototyping/R&D
Design/Visualisation
Entertainment/Media/Gaming
Live Events/Curation
Marketing/Sales
Planning/Engineering
Product Development
Training/Education

Expertise, Products, Services and Solutions
Software Development
What do you make?
Product, Custom Solutions, Experiences
What is the software capable of?
Analytics
Animation/Visualisation
Audio
Configurator
Data Conversion
Entertainment
Platform/Middleware/CMS
Streaming
Tracking/Capturing
Web API

What do you hope/need/want from a Germany Ecosystem?
Marketing support to help raise awareness about the possibilities of
Mixed Reality among german companies: participate in news articles,
social media posts, speaking in events. Connection to decision makers
from German companies exploring new use cases with Mixed Reality, or
new ideas for experiential marketing, and branding compaigns.
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Brandenburg
1.

Volucap

2.

XR Bootcamp GmbH
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Volucap
Summary
Volucap is a world leading volumetric video and 3D capture studio creating
realistic human performance for immersive media. Walk-in movies and
interactive stories are now expanding our reality and bringing completely
new forms of storytelling. The viewer is free to move around actors as they
dynamically integrate into foreign environments. This requires new
methods for the digitization of actors, which now exist for the first time by
using our volumetric recording technologies. Our technology allows
people to be captured lifelike in three dimensions and transferred as a kind
of hologram into various virtual or real (augmented) environments.

Customers
Content creators, media companies, tourisim companies, media
agencies, research institutes

Case Study/Achievement

Company Facts
Size of Company: 5-10
Years in operation: 2-3
Funding Round: Seed

http://www.volucap.de/
mail@volucap.de

Company Details

The volumetric studio In Babelsberg is available for professional
commissioned productions The application areas using virtual and
augmented reality is extremely interesting not only for digital media,
but also for medical technology, industrial applications, and even elearning.

Which immersive technologies are you active in?
Virtual & Augmented Reality
Which verticals or industry sectors do you operate in?
Academia/Education
Architecture/Construction
Arts & Culture/Museums
Commerce/Trade
Energy
Entertainment
Fashion/Luxury/Beauty
Food/Beverages
Finance
Healthcare/Pharma
Which application areas do you work on?
Analytics/Data Visualisation
Automation/Prototyping/R&D
Entertainment/Media/Gaming
Marketing/Sales
Market Research
Planning/Engineering
Product Development
Training/Education
Usability/Ergonomics
Patient Therapy/Rehabilitation

Expertise, Products, Services and Solutions
Volumetric Video, 6 DOF Experiences
What do you do?
Volucap provides sophisticated solutions for rising demands of high quality
volumetric capturing. 640MB per frame that records 2TB of data per minute
provides ultra high resolution to keep every detail as sharp as possible.
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XR Bootcamp GmbH
Summary
Coding bootcamps are revolutionizing the education market offering an
alternative to 3-5 years university programs at a lower cost with similar
entry level salary to academic graduates. Bootcamps teach practical onsite learning that have a great benefit over pure online learning programs
(accountability, peer learning, teamwork, strong participant networking,
and expert mentorship). At it’s heart XR Bootcamp is a coding bootcamp
for designers and developers, where graduates will be able to work as
immersive developers, UI/UX designers, project/product managers, or
work as in high demand VR/AR freelancers. As XR Bootcamp, we also are
going one step further, we don’t only teach VR/AR skills on/offline, we are
also developing a Virtual Reality Learning platform to move innovation
projects forward from within companies as well.

Company Facts
https://www.xrbootcamp.com
info@xrbootcamp.com

Size of Company: 2-5
Years in operation: 1
Funding Round: Pre-Seed/
Accelerator

Company Details
Which immersive technologies are you active in?
Virtual & Augmented Reality
Which verticals or industry sectors do you operate in?
Academia/Education
Which application areas do you work on?
Automation/Prototyping/R&D
Design/Visualisation
Entertainment/Media/Gaming
Marketing/Sales
Market Research
Planning/Engineering
Product Development
Remote Collaboration
Service/Maintenance
Training/Education

Customers
Customers: HTC, Intel, SpringboardVR, Leapmotion, monster
Partners: MTH, hubraum Deutsche Telekom, Factory Berlin Advisory
Board: VW, MetaVRse, AREA, HTC Vive, Valorem, Silverdraft
Supercomputing, BNP Paribas, Bosch Automotive, Accenture,
Deutsche Telekom, Atheer, Virtualware, KLM, Airfrance, Innoactive,
Verizon, ExxonMobil, ImmerseUK

Case Study/Achievement
The first XR Bootcamp is hosted by Factory Berlin starting in Summer
2020. Around 15 students will study VR/AR development and be placed
in one of the partner’s companies. In addition, 52 VR/AR labs at
universities around the world established by the parenting company
VR First support the education of VR/AR developers.
https://hired.com/state-of-software-engineers

What do you hope/need/want from a Germany Ecosystem?
We hope for the German ecosystem to quickly find the skills and talents
they need to use immersive technologies to their advantage.

Expertise, Products, Services and Solutions
VR/AR upskilling in different areas to enable companies to build XR capable
teams.
What do you do?
We teach VR/AR development, design, project and product management.
The curricula are industry proven and focus on teaching what's really needed
on the market. You can choose between 3 months long bootcamps (full time
or part time) as well as weekend workshops about different topics such as
data analytics and visualization, immersive UI/UX, AI & ML for AR apps,
storytelling, digital twin and design thinking.
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Hamburg
1.

cp360pano

2.

Curvature Games

3.

HEADGEAR

4.

headraft GmbH

5.

MINIMYSET.

6.

omnia360 GmbH

7.

PatientZero Games GmbH

8.

Phoenix Reality

9.

Plansysteme GmbH

10.

projektwerft

11.

Spacific GmbH

12.

tuneful ROI KG

13.

VIREED UG (haftungsbeschränkt)

14.

VRtual X GmbH
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cp360pano
Summary
Since the end of 2017 with our 400+ 360-degree panoramas, we have now
reached over 8 million views, and as a result a Google Street View Trusted
Photographer. cp360pano established in 2019 the use of camera module
from Matterport, where we create 360-degree panoramas and virtual
tours that includes an interactive 3D-model, guided highlights, and added
colored content points to deliver added value for virtual tours. Customers
and users have the possibility to obtain valuable information about the
scene (text, photos and even videos) which are easily accessed over a
desktop browser and mobile.

Customers
Hamburg Observatory

Company Facts
https://www.cp360pano.com
info@cp360pano.com

Size of Company: 2-5
Years in operation: 1
Funding Round: None

Company Details
Which immersive technologies are you active in?
Virtual Reality
Which verticals or industry sectors do you operate in?
Architecture/Construction
Arts & Culture/Museums
Entertainment
Travel/Tourism
Which application areas do you work on?
Design/Visualisation
Entertainment/Media/Gaming
Marketing/Sales
Network/Streaming Services

Expertise, Products, Services and Solutions
360-degree photography / virtual tours / google street view trusted
photographer

What do you hope/need/want from a Germany Ecosystem?
Getting in touch with customers which are in need with out immersive
virtual tours to bring the VR Scene to a bigger audience in germany

What do you do?
Creation of 360-degree panoramas and virtual tours including an interactive
3D model with a guided highlight tour using Matterport camera and platform
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Curvature Games
Summary
Curvature Games, founded 2019, is a young development studio from
Hamburg, which aims to remove the physical boundaries of virtual worlds.
We develop narrative VR experiences for location-based entertainment, as
well as the home consumer market that extends the limits of interactive
and immersive storytelling. For this, we leverage our redirected walking
technology, which creates the illusion of exploring infinite space in a virtual
world, by naturally walking in a confined tracking space. The technology is
based on more than 4 years of research at the University of Hamburg,
conducted by one of our co-founders.

Company Facts
http://curvaturegames.com/
eike@curvaturegames.com

Size of Company: 2-5
Years in operation: 1
Funding Round: Pre-Seed/
Accelerator

Case Study/Achievement
Our proof-of-concept, "A Space Walk", has been shown at several fairs
and festivals throughout the past year, winning the "Best Innovation"
award at nextReality.Contest and the "Best Concept" at DIVR award.
The redirected walking solution works with room-scale VR (starting at
4x4 m) without disturbing the natural flow and movement of the
experience. These redirection techniques are integrated directly into
the narration and gameplay of the virtual environment. The demo is
approx. 6 minutes, in which the player explores a space station of 45m
in a tracking space of 4x4 m.
https://youtu.be/fsh1-NoZzuc

Company Details
Which immersive technologies are you active in?
Virtual Reality
Which verticals or industry sectors do you operate in?
Academia/Education
Architecture/Construction
Arts & Culture/Museums
Entertainment
Which application areas do you work on?
Design/Visualisation
Entertainment/Media/Gaming
Live Events/Curation
Training/Education

Expertise, Products, Services and Solutions
Software Development
What do you make?
Product, Experiences
What is the software capable of?
Entertainment
Platform/Middleware/CMS
Tracking/Capturing
Work for Hire
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HEADGEAR
Summary
Founded in 2014 as a Games Studio to explore Virtual Reality, HEADGEAR
began to pivot in 2017 to explore more R&D for the Immersive
Technologies and became a mobile-first agency for B2C activations. Our
expertise is building experiences that are tailored to Educational or
Entertainment – or those for visualisation purposes. Taking a device
agnostic approach coupled with decades of experience in mobile and web
development guarantees that the largest audience is reached, whilst
delivering a great end-user experience. Technologically we explore the
crossroads of Mobile Augmented Reality & 6DoF standalone VR headsets
to the capturing of Volumetric and Mixed Reality Videos and 3D scanning of
environments.

Company Facts
https://headgear.io/
mail@headgear.io

Size of Company: 2-5
Years in operation: 4-6

Company Details
Which immersive technologies are you active in?
Virtual & Augmented Reality

Customers
Partners: 8th Wall, HTC, intoVR, Pico, Qualcomm, Roccat, Zappar
Clients: MILES, spring_

Case Study/Achievement
As an independent studio and R&D house our focus has always been on
the mobile and untethered use of immersive technology. Since
entering the very first VR competition "The Oculus Mobile VR Game
Jam" back in 2016, the goal is to make games and experiences
accessible to the general public in order to accelerate the adoption of
VR & AR technologies. We have partnered with one of the largest
German publishers to bring the latest in WebXR to the German market.
https://www.welt.de/reise/Fern/article205976275/Kalifornien-ReisenSie-virtuell-mit-Augmented-Reality-in-die-USA.html

Which verticals or industry sectors do you operate in?
Academia/Education
Architecture/Construction
Arts & Culture/Museums
Consumer Packaged Goods (CPG)
Entertainment
Fashion/Luxury/Beauty
News/Journalism
Travel/Tourism
Which application areas do you work on?
Design/Visualisation
Entertainment/Media/Gaming
Live Events/Curation
Marketing/Sales
Product Development

Expertise, Products, Services and Solutions
Software Development
What do you make?
Product, Custom Solutions, Experiences
What is the software capable of?
360º Video
Animation/Visualisation
Entertainment
(Shooting/Stitching/Editing)
Configurator
Platform/Middleware/CMS
Photogrammetry/Volumetric
Web Editor
Tracking/Capturing
Work for Hire

What do you hope/need/want from a Germany Ecosystem?
Our ecosystem here in Germany is becoming extremely wellconnected now, but still the consumer education has a long-way to go.
At least Enterprises are committing to digital transformation
processes, and we hope the future embraces immersive technologies
more rapidly!
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headraft GmbH
Summary
headraft was founded in 2016 by Julian Weiss & Fabian Fricke. The
founders describe it as an Immersive Agency with a focus on creative
technology consulting and the implementation of high-end augmented
and virtual reality experiences. The award-winning team brings together
years of experience in high-end visual effects for international advertising
projects, film productions, games and design, combining them with
unbridled creativity and a passion for technological development.

Company Facts
https://www.headraft.com/
info@headraft.com

Size of Company: 5-10
Years in operation: 4-6

Company Details
Which immersive technologies are you active in?
Virtual & Augmented Reality

Customers
Lufthansa, Mercedes-Benz, Lufthansa Help Alliance, BVG, Kaldewei,
Heinemann, Sony Music, Bristol-Myers Squibb, medac, DNV-GL, Viva
con Agua

Case Study/Achievement
We collaborate with leading commercial and marketing agencies to
enable their immersive visions. At the same time we work directly with
clients ranging from mid-sized companies to publicly traded
corporations and have won numerous awards along the way.
https://www.headraft.com/

Which verticals or industry sectors do you operate in?
Architecture/Construction
Arts & Culture/Museums
Commerce/Trade
Consumer Packaged Goods (CPG)
Energy
Entertainment
Fashion/Luxury/Beauty
Food/Beverages
Healthcare/Pharma
Travel/Tourism
Which application areas do you work on?
Design/Visualisation
Entertainment/Media/Gaming
Live Events/Curation
Marketing/Sales
Planning/Engineering
Remote Collaboration
Training/Education

Expertise, Products, Services and Solutions
Full-service provider for immersive formats and communication strategies.
What do you do?
We start with finding the right ideas, then consult, produce and supervise
projects far beyond their completion. From VR and AR to Lenses and digital
installations, we serve the entire spectrum of immersive technologies
regardless of industry, B2B or B2C.

What do you hope/need/want from a Germany Ecosystem?
We would love people to continue to embrace new technologies and
have open eyes and ears for the needs of every generation.
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MINIMYSET.
Summary
MINIMYSET. is a Hamburg-based company specializing in high quality 3DScanning for VR, MEDIA, PRINT & FILM. The scope of MINIMYSET. covers
3D-LiDAR-Scanning, 3D-Photoscanning, Photogrammetry in combination
with LiDAR-Data, 3D-Modelling for VR/AR, Drone Scanning and Filming and
Aerial Photography. With a focus on high-end scans, the team of
MINIMYSET. has established a quality over quantity mindset from the
outset and with their in-depth experience has produced efficient
workflows for creating and distributing scanned content.

Customers
NDA

Company Facts
http://minimyset.com
info@minimyset.com

Size of Company: 2-5
Years in operation: 2-3

Company Details
Which immersive technologies are you active in?
Virtual & Augmented Reality
Which verticals or industry sectors do you operate in?
Academia/Education
Architecture/Construction
Arts & Culture/Museums
Commerce/Trade
Defense/Military/Security
Entertainment
Fashion/Luxury/Beauty
Which application areas do you work on?
Analytics/Data Visualisation
Design/Visualisation
Entertainment/Media/Gaming
Live Events/Curation
Planning/Engineering
Service/Maintenance
Training/Education

Expertise, Products, Services and Solutions
Software Development
What do you make?
Experiences
What is the software capable of?
360º Video
Data Conversion
(Shooting/Stitching/Editing)
Photogrammetry/Volumetric
Entertainment
Work for Hire
Tracking/Capturing
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omnia360 GmbH
Summary
Based on their passion for immersive media, Claudia, Reza and Tobias
founded omnia360 in 2017 with a vision to capture all kinds of real spaces
into virtual worlds and give people access to them independent from time
and space. As content creators they love to explore the possibilities 360°
and VR offer and are eager to find new ways to fulfil their clients' demands.

Customers

Company Facts
https://omnia360.de
claudia.kiani@omnia360.de

Size of Company: 2-5
Years in operation: 2-3
Funding Round: None

OTTO, Bertelsmann, Planetarium Hamburg, EDGE Technologies,
Hermes, Visable, Stadtwerke Karlsruhe, prizeotel, Schweizerische
Botschaft, Auerbach Schifffahrt, Trimet, HAW Hamburg

Case Study/Achievement

Company Details
Which immersive technologies are you active in?
Virtual Reality
Which verticals or industry sectors do you operate in?
Architecture/Construction
Academia/Education
Arts & Culture/Museums
Commerce/Trade
Entertainment
Industrial/Shipping/Urban Planning
Travel/Tourism

Our client EDGE Technologies is an expert in sustainability and smart
buildings. Their flagship complex "EDGE Olympic" in Amsterdam
combines the newest construction technologies with Internet of
Things that has proven to be one of the most energy-efficient buildings
in the world. With our virtual walkthrough EDGE has enabled not only
its stakeholders, but also potential clients to explore this building
independent from time and space.
https://omnia360.de/virtueller-rundgang/edge-olympic/

Which application areas do you work on?
Design/Visualisation
Marketing/Sales
Planning/Engineering
Training/Education

Expertise, Products, Services and Solutions
Software Development
What do you make?
Custom Solutions
What is the software capable of?
360º Video
Animation/Visualisation
(Shooting/Stitching/Editing)
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PatientZero Games GmbH
Summary
PatientZero Games is a software company founded in 2015 that specializes
in the development of 3D training simulations and e-learning using virtual
reality and augmented reality. VR/AR applications make the content for
training more vivid and tangible than any other media by offering
significantly more design options for building complex training scenarios.
Close cooperation is extremely important to us and we support the
conceptual planning of our clients' projects and contribute our expertise
and years of experience here. We are happy to implement your project
ideas together for any VR/AR device (eg.Oculus Rift, HTC Vive, Android and
iOS devices) or possible target platform.

Company Facts
https://patientzero-games.com
info@patientzero-games.com

Size of Company: 2-5
Years in operation: 4-6

Company Details
Which immersive technologies are you active in?
Virtual & Augmented Reality
Which verticals or industry sectors do you operate in?
Academia/Education
Architecture/Construction
Entertainment
Healthcare/Pharma
Rescue/Disaster/Emergency
Services

Customers
Dräger, Viessmann, Hamburg Port Authority, Antwerpes, DocCheck,
Oetinger, Universitätsklinikum Hamburg-Eppendorf,
Universitätsmedizin Göttingen, Universitätsklinikum Frankfurt,
Neuropsychatrisches Zentrum Hamburg

Case Study/Achievement
PatientZero Games has already developed various serious games and
e-learning simulations. An example of this is EMERGE, an emergency
room simulator, which is used by several universities to prepare their
students for their duty in an emergency room. EMERGE has been
scientifically evaluated in various studies and found to be an extremely
effective training tool.
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/
journal.pone.0203851

Which application areas do you work on?
Design/Visualisation
Entertainment/Media/Gaming
Marketing/Sales
Training/Education
Patient Therapy/Rehabilitation

Expertise, Products, Services and Solutions
Software Development
What do you make?
Custom Solutions, Experiences
What is the software capable of?
360º Video
Animation/Visualisation
(Shooting/Stitching/Editing)
Entertainment
Audio
Work for Hire
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Phoenix Reality
Summary
Phoenix Reality is a Hamburg-based Mixed-Reality studio specialising in the
creation and development of never before seen Location Based
Experiences (LBE) using Mixed Reality headsets. Phoenix Reality was
founded in 2019, after the three founders met at university in 2017. We are
specialists in Mixed Reality UX Design, Game Development with Unity,
Game Design and Storytelling, and create ground-breaking concepts for
people new to Mixed Reality as well as those who are familiar with it. We
want to make Mixed Reality more accessible and invent new entertainment
concepts with breathtaking hologram technology. Our first product is
called „Project Paranoid“, Europe's first immersive, fully interactive LBE
Mixed Reality Live Escape Room.

Company Facts
http://www.phoenix-reality.de
davina@phoenix-reality.de

Size of Company: 2-5
Years in operation: 1
Funding Round: None

Customers
SAE Institut, Viva con Agua, Toneworx

Case Study/Achievement
In 2019, we successfully presented a first demo of Project Paranoid at
several events like Gamescom, Gamevention Hamburg, Game Show
Zurich and Next Level Conference. Project Paranoid is also a research
project to find out about the most revolutionary, effective and
innovative Mixed Reality UX Designs, MR Game Design and an
interactive room installation for Location Based Entertainment that is
connected with MR headsets.
https://youtu.be/QfpLC5_F5r8

Company Details
Which immersive technologies are you active in?
Augmented Reality
Which verticals or industry sectors do you operate in?
Arts & Culture/Museums
Entertainment
Which application areas do you work on?
Entertainment/Media/Gaming

Expertise, Products, Services and Solutions
Software Development
What do you make?
Experiences
What is the software capable of?
Audio
Data Conversion
Entertainment
Haptics
Tracking/Capturing
Device Networking
Raspberry Pi & Arduino
Projection Mapping

What do you hope/need/want from a Germany Ecosystem?
Support, tolerance and acceptance for future technologies, like VR and
AR
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Plansysteme GmbH
Summary
HoloDesk is a platform for collaboration on 3D content. The platform
works cross device and allows not only sharing, but also offers remote
assist and progress reports.

Company Facts
http://www.plansysteme.com
http://www.holodesk.com
Dennis.Ahrens@plansysteme.com

Size of Company: 10-35
Years in operation: 10+ years
Funding Round: None

Company Details
Which immersive technologies are you active in?
Virtual & Augmented Reality
Which verticals or industry sectors do you operate in?
Architecture/Construction
Commerce/Trade
Defense/Military/Security
Healthcare/Pharma
Transportation/Mobility
Which application areas do you work on?
Analytics/Data Visualisation
Design/Visualisation
Marketing/Sales
Network/Streaming Services
Planning/Engineering
Product Development
Remote Collaboration
Service/Maintenance
Training/Education

Expertise, Products, Services and Solutions
Software Development
What do you make?
Product, Custom Solutions
What is the software capable of?
Analytics
Animation/Visualisation
Platform/Middleware/CMS
Streaming
Tracking/Capturing
VFX/Rendering
Web API
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projektwerft
Summary
The focus at projektwerft is on curating complex content, especially in the
development and optimisation of such content (products or services) that
might require in-depth explanations. We support our project partners in an
advisory capacity with custom services go far beyond typical data and
content management. In many cases we also support our partners in
optimising their workflows or setting up project teams for specialized
tasks. Since 2002 we have been supporting our customers in their digital
transformation efforts by providing training courses on digital tools and
media, and since 2015 have been organizing the "VR Hamburg Meetup"
group, "meetVR" events & workshops, and "The Virtual Reality Barcamp
Hamburg".

Customers
Altonaer Museum, bmk Hamburg, Bomann-Museum Celle, Hamburg
Kreativ Gesellschaft, jfc Medienzentrum Köln, Koelnmesse,
Schaffhausen Communication, Sparkasse Stade-Altes Land, VDZ
Akademie, VRHAM! Festival, Zentrum für Aus- und Fortbildung (ZAF)

Case Study/Achievement

Company Facts

Company Details

Since 2008 we have been dealing intensively with the effects of the
digital transformation and possible future changes through the
increased use of digital media and tools. In the Kommunikation 20/20
Blog we offer examples for new connected thinking. You can also find
ideas for current and possible future changes due to changed habits of
media users and creators.

Which immersive technologies are you active in?
Virtual & Augmented Reality

http://www.kommunikation2020.de

https://www.projektwerft.de
http://www.meet-vr.de
meetvr@projektwerft.de

Size of Company: 5-10
Years in operation: 10+ years
Funding Round: None

Which verticals or industry sectors do you operate in?
Academia/Education
Arts & Culture/Museums
Which application areas do you work on?
Live Events/Curation
Product Development
Training/Education

Expertise, Products, Services and Solutions
Consultancy, Training, Education, Project Management
What do you do?
As an innovation-oriented company, projektwerft is enthusiastic about the
potential of VR for education, cultural mediation and as a creative tool. We
are convinced of the huge potential and want to share this passion with as
many people as possible. We offer companies, institutions and authorities
various service and event modules from the first introduction to virtual reality
technologies to the conceptual and organizational support of projects.
What do you hope/need/want from a Germany Ecosystem?
Support and matchmaking to potential customers.
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Spacific GmbH
Summary
SPACIFIC GmbH specializes on scalable AR/XR solutions for the industry.
The company focusses on the digital transformation of engineering and
production processes. With SPACIFIC Measurement the startup has
developed a survey solution on industrial scale. It combines a validated
measurement methodology based on Microsoft HoloLens with a cloudbased platform, which makes the created CAD models available in real-time
for further data processing. The engine allows for precise 3D models,
which can be directly used in industrial engineering and production
processes. A standard use case for SPACIFIC Measurement is the
generation of as-built documentation, be it as starting point for new
engineering projects or as part of acceptance and commissioning
procedures for industrial plants, ships or construction sites.

Company Facts
https://www.spacific.de
Dennis.Ahrens@spacific.de

Size of Company: 2-5
Years in operation: 1
Funding Round: Seed

Case Study/Achievement
The HoloLinc use case of thyssenkrupp Elevator has proven the huge
efficiency potential of mixed reality. It uses Microsoft HoloLens to
accurately measure staircases in order to configure and visualize a
bespoke stairlift solution for its customers. The solution is currently
being used by 120 sales reps in eight countries with more than 5.000
successfully conducted measurement surveys. Thanks to mixed reality
technology, thyssenkrupp has drastically reduced its engineering-toorder lead time and is now able to deliver tailor-made solutions up to 4x
faster than before.

Company Details
Which immersive technologies are you active in?
Augmented Reality
Which verticals or industry sectors do you operate in?
Architecture/Construction
Defense/Military/Security
Industrial/Shipping/Urban Planning
Which application areas do you work on?
Analytics/Data Visualisation
Automation/Prototyping/R&D
Planning/Engineering
Product Development
Service/Maintenance

Expertise, Products, Services and Solutions
Software Development
What do you make?
Product, Custom Solutions
What is the software capable of?
Analytics
Configurator
Platform/Middleware/CMS
VFX/Rendering
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tuneful ROI KG
Summary
Our core competency is the creation of animated visualisations from CAD
data, such as 3D animation, holographic animation or interactive
applications that brings the products of our customers into the best light.
Those who prefer it even more innovative can experience our interactive
realtime 3D worlds, and with VR glasses, you can enter into the world of
virtual reality. Our studio has more than 10 years of experience in creating
microsites, database programming as well as photo, or 3D-based 360°
roundtrips. We can produce your application as a 4K / full HD video, as a
web version, touch application or as an app for the stores.

Company Facts
https://tuneful.de/
https://messestand-online.de
tuneful@tuneful.de

Size of Company: 5-10
Years in operation: 10+ years

Company Details
Which immersive technologies are you active in?
Virtual & Augmented Reality
Which verticals or industry sectors do you operate in?
Architecture/Construction
Arts & Culture/Museums
Commerce/Trade
Healthcare/Pharma
Transportation/Mobility

Customers
mostly B2B and Pharma like Lilly, Hemro, E.Go, Voith, Wabco,
Coherent, Mikron, Bals, Citizen, Gore, Molex, Lufthansa Technik,
Legrand, and many more.

Case Study/Achievement
The Mikron Machining division is the leading supplier of customised,
highly productive machining systems for the manufacturing of
complex high-precision components made of metal such as
turbocharger housings, injection nozzles and ballpoint pen tips. The
Mikron Tool division develops and produces the therefore necessary
high-performance cutting tools itself. These are regarded as some of
the best in the world and are also used on other manufacturers’
machines. For the initial presentation of the machines for the
customer, we have programmed a VR tool, with which Sales can
present the functions of the machine and their advantages. As a lasting
memorable highlight to conclude the presentation, we have created a
roller coaster ride through the machine and the hall.

Which application areas do you work on?
Design/Visualisation
Entertainment/Media/Gaming
Marketing/Sales
Planning/Engineering
Product Development
Service/Maintenance
Training/Education
Usability/Ergonomics

Expertise, Products, Services and Solutions
3D-Animation, Renderings, Applications
What do you do?
We create VR and AR applications, interactive applications, renderings and
3D-animations - mostly for the industrial sector. We also create holographic
representations, 360°panoramas and 360° videos.
What do you hope/need/want from a Germany Ecosystem?
Hope we will wake up soon!
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VIREED UG (haftungsbeschränkt)
Summary
VIREED uses Virtual Reality for Education. Our first product is called
VIREED MED helps students, doctors, nurses and specialized staff to learn,
train and simulate various medical procedures and emergency scenarios.
Based on learning by doing, VIREED MED is the most effective way to learn
process-based scenarios without risking equipment or lives. All our
scenarios are also based on worldwide standardized emergency guidelines.

Universities, Hospitals, Medical Schools,

Company Facts
https://www.vireed.de/
nwiese@vireed.de

Customers

Size of Company: 5-10
Years in operation: 2-3
Funding Round: Pre-Seed/
Accelerator

Company Details
Which immersive technologies are you active in?
Virtual Reality
Which verticals or industry sectors do you operate in?
Academia/Education
Healthcare/Pharma
Rescue/Disaster/Emergency
Services

Case Study/Achievement
The idea for VIREED was born in April 2017 by Nick Wiese (26), by May
the UKE (University Medical Center Hamburg-Eppendorf) becomes its
first partner. In June 2017 VIREED participates in the 12th batch of Axel
Springer Plug&Play Accelerator in Berlin and moves later that summer
to the Health Innovation Port at Philips in Hamburg, Germany. In
November 2017 VIREED won the Next Reality Award 2017 and got
funded by the InnoRampUp startup Program in Hamburg. VIREED has
investors also in the form of "angels" to hospitals and corporates.

Which application areas do you work on?
Training/Education

Expertise, Products, Services and Solutions
Software Development
What do you make?
Product
What is the software capable of?
Animation/Visualisation
Haptics
Platform/Middleware/CMS
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VRtual X GmbH
Summary
VRtual X is one of the leading agencies for immersive media in Hamburg. It
provides Virtual Reality strategies and solutions beyond entertainment and
gaming. We connect people and spaces that can’t physically be together,
specializing in education and knowledge transfer. Example scenarios can
be employee trainings in dangerous areas of factories, networking
opportunities at virtual conferences, walkthroughs of non-accessible
areas, digital tours at trade shows or the practising of emergency
procedures. We help our clients to integrate Virtual Reality as a useful and
sustainable tool to digitalize and optimize their daily workflow.

Company Facts
https://vrtual-x.com
https://vr-unterweisung.de
x@vrtual-x.com

Size of Company: 5-10
Years in operation: 4-6
Funding Round: None

Company Details
Which immersive technologies are you active in?
Virtual & Augmented Reality
Which verticals or industry sectors do you operate in?
Academia/Education
Architecture/Construction
Entertainment
Travel/Tourism

Customers
Medium-sized and large companies from all business divisions.
Examples include: Elbphilharmonie, Facebook, Google, Airbus, ECE,
Veolia, Nagel Group, NDR, TUI

Case Study/Achievement
VRtual X has been an early pioneer in the production of immersive
media projects. Our 360° film productions, such as ‘Greenland
Expedition’ or ‘NDR Tagesschau Studio’, set new standards in terms of
aesthetic, topics, content production and technical quality. Our
newest B2B product, SAFETY X, uses VR technology in a unique and
innovative way. It is focused on prevention of dangerous situations
through targeted trainings in virtual environments that sensitize every
employee to dangers at his/her workplace.
http://vr-unterweisung.de

Which application areas do you work on?
Design/Visualisation
Entertainment/Media/Gaming
Planning/Engineering
Product Development
Service/Maintenance
Training/Education

Expertise, Products, Services and Solutions
Software Development
What do you make?
Product, Custom Solutions
What is the software capable of?
360º Video
Animation/Visualisation
(Shooting/Stitching/Editing)
Entertainment
Configurator
VFX/Rendering
Photogrammetry/Volumetric
What do you hope/need/want from a Germany Ecosystem?
There is a lack of knowledge transfer within the German industries.
International examples like the “silicon Valley” show that exchange and
collaboration of companies within the same industry leads to
combined strength and overall growth. Germany should promote and
support this instead of accepting competition and conflicts of interest.
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ANSYS Germany GmbH
Summary
ANSYS is the leading Simulation Software provider for all industry
applications. We offer a wide range of physics-based simulation software in
the areas of Mechanical, Thermal, CFD, Systems and Optical. With our
product VRXPERIENCE we offer a tool to test and optimize product
designs under development and enable the user to experience their
product in real-time. We cover VR and AR as part of a complete virtual
product validation process to enable our customers to make decisions
even in early design phase.

Company Facts
https://www.ansys.com/
eugen.meier@ansys.com

Size of Company: >100
Years in operation: 10+ years
Funding Round: None

Company Details

Customers
Daimler AG, VW Group, Continental, Apple, Aptive, Valeo, Safran,
Ferrari, BMW AG, Airbus, Thyssen Krupp, Bosch, Magna

Case Study/Achievement
We as ANSYS give our customers strong tools that help reduce the
number of prototypes that saves on costs and resources. We have
established workflows for virtual validation processes and our driving
simulation software allows to complete millions of testing miles
virtually, which is in turn saving the environment by establishing a
smaller ecological footprint. We have also development a custom AR
HUD from layout to final validation and driving experience (check out
the video below).
https://youtu.be/HMMnyNWoDZs

Which immersive technologies are you active in?
Virtual & Augmented Reality
Which verticals or industry sectors do you operate in?
Academia/Education
Architecture/Construction
Consumer Packaged Goods (CPG)
Defense/Military/Security
Energy
Fashion/Luxury/Beauty
Which application areas do you work on?
Analytics/Data Visualisation
Automation/Prototyping/R&D
Design/Visualisation
Marketing/Sales
Planning/Engineering
Service/Maintenance
Training/Education
Usability/Ergonomics

Expertise, Products, Services and Solutions
Software Development
What do you make?
Product, Custom Solutions, Experiences
What is the software capable of?
360º Video
Animation/Visualisation
(Shooting/Stitching/Editing)
Configurator
Audio
Data Conversion
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Faber Courtial
Summary
Faber Courtial is one of Germany’s leading VR & VFX studios and provider
of premium VR film content. With their award-winning VR films "Volcanos
VR" and “Gladiators in the Colosseum VR”, produced on behalf of ZDF, the
company has established itself as VR pioneer on the international market.
One of the latest award-winning VR films is the VR space journey “2nd Step".
Since 2018, Faber Courtial has also been independently producing VR film
content with the VR series “Follow Me” and the VR film “1st Step”, both
currently screening on the VR platform of Deutsche Telekom.

Company Facts
https://faber-courtial.de/
public@faber-courtial.de

Size of Company: 10-35
Years in operation: 10+ years
Funding Round: Seed

Company Details
Which immersive technologies are you active in?
Virtual & Augmented Reality
Which verticals or industry sectors do you operate in?
Arts & Culture/Museums
Entertainment
Travel/Tourism

Customers
Public Broadcasters, Telecommunication companies, Museums,
Exhibitions, Tourism, Industry (advertising), VR platforms

Case Study/Achievement
Over the last few years there has been a demand for VR films with
extraordinarily high photorealistic quality, and for that reason Faber
Courtial places a particular emphasis on the quality of the content. The
VR film “2nd Step: From the Moon to Mars and Beyond”, is a perfect
example of this achievement. It has screened at festivals worldwide and
won several international awards. The market is longing for fascinating
VR film content and thus our next big project is already waiting in the
wings...
https://faber-courtial.de/projects/vr/2ndstep/

Which application areas do you work on?
Design/Visualisation
Entertainment/Media/Gaming
Product Development

Expertise, Products, Services and Solutions
Software Development
What do you make?
Custom Solutions, Experiences
What is the software capable of?
360º Video
Animation/Visualisation
(Shooting/Stitching/Editing)
VFX/Rendering
Entertainment

What do you hope/need/want from a Germany Ecosystem?
We hope to receive more support from associations, even though we
are from Hessen. It seems necessary to have a German organisation,
which supports the MR ecosystem nationally. There's such a great
potential!!
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videoreality
Summary
videoreality - Innovation Agency for Virtual Reality & 360 ° videos from
Frankfurt am Main - creates a digital future and innovative realities. We
offer full-service consulting and concept development through complex
360° video productions, to the creation of interactive virtual reality
experiences for POS, trade fairs and events. TimeLeapVR is aimed at
customers from art and culture. Using state-of-the-art technology, we
reconstruct art exhibits and paintings for museums, galleries and digital
galleries in 360° and virtual reality. These become virtually accessible and
experienceable. In this way, we create art worlds that will be remembered.

Company Facts
http://www.videoreality.de/
https://timeleapvr.de/
j.hoelgert@videoreality.de

Size of Company: 2-5
Years in operation: 2-3
Funding Round: None

Company Details
Which immersive technologies are you active in?
Virtual & Augmented Reality
Which verticals or industry sectors do you operate in?
Academia/Education
Architecture/Construction
Arts & Culture/Museums
Commerce/Trade
Entertainment
Travel/Tourism
Transportation/Mobility

Customers
Bundesministerium für Wirtschaft und Energie, Hertz, MFG,
Fraunhofer, Hessische Staatskanzlei, Leo Burnett, Frankfurter
Buchmesse, Artlab, TheArts+, Kultur-und Kreativpiloten Deutschland

Case Study/Achievement
TimeLeapVR reconstructs paintings for museums and galleries in
Virtual Reality. TimeLeapVR recreates the individual artistic style of an
artist or painting realistically. Every detail of a painting, from the
brushstroke to the structure of the canvas, is authentically transferred
into the experience. To make the production process more costeffective, we combine innovative, AI-based methods for style transfer
and image recognition to develop a workflow that enables us to
automate a significant part of production. TimeLeapVR won the prize
of the Federal Government's Kultur-und Kreativpiloten in 2017/18 and
the promotion of a government’s scholarschip in 2019.
https://timeleapvr.de/

Which application areas do you work on?
Design/Visualisation
Entertainment/Media/Gaming
Live Events/Curation
Marketing/Sales
Training/Education

Expertise, Products, Services and Solutions
360° videos, interactive 360° videos, VR Development, Workshops, AI
What do you do?
videoreality - Innovation Agency for Virtual Reality & 360 ° videos from
Frankfurt am Main We offer full service - from consulting and concept
development, through complex 360 ° video productions, to the creation of
interactive virtual reality experiences for the POS, for trade fairs and events.
TimeLeapVR is aimed at customers from art and culture. Using state-of-theart technology, we reconstruct exhibits and art paintings for museums and art
galeries in 360 ° and virtual reality.

What do you hope/need/want from a Germany Ecosystem?
Since speaking at Google Hamburg in 2016, we have tried to push the
boundaries of XR. In today's time-sensitive business world
collaboration, partnership and networking are needed more than ever,
so let us stand together, cooperate and discuss more to bring XR to the
next level – nationally and internationally!
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Visometry GmbH
Summary
Visometry GmbH, a spin-off company of Fraunhofer, is a Germany-based
technology startup with focus on Augmented Reality (AR) and Object
Tracking technologies. With the VisionLib Tracking Engine, we create AR
core technologies for a variety of AR use cases, such as AR-Assistance in
Maintenance/Repair/Overhaul and AR-enhanced Quality Control,
Communications and Marketing. VisionLib is licensed by industrial
customers and AR agencies, which create their own AR-experiences to be
distributed in App-Stores and in AR-platforms. Besides offering VisionLib
as SDKs, we support our customers in developing their specific solutions in
the context of Industry 4.0 and Digital Twin applications. Our team
cooperates since 15+ years in Mobile Computing and Computer Vision,
closely related to actual research results and latest AR devices.

Company Facts
https://www.visionlib.com
harald.wuest@visometry.com

Size of Company: 10-35
Years in operation: 2-3
Funding Round: Seed

Company Details
Which immersive technologies are you active in?
Augmented Reality
Which verticals or industry sectors do you operate in?
Defense/Military/Security
Industrial/Shipping/Urban Planning
Transportation/Mobility

Customers
Re-Flekt, Bosch, Daimler, Porsche, VW, BMW, Siemens, Thyssen-Krupp,
Augmentiv, Krone, Merck

Case Study/Achievement
Tracking is one of the core enabling technologies for Augmented
Reality as it registers position and orientation of the captured objects
in real- time and without scene preparation (e.g. markers or feature
maps). Tracking has to work on physical objects or machinery
components that have to be recognized in changing illuminations and
dynamic surroundings. Using VisionLib‘s Model tracking process,
industries can use their CAD data and create tracking configurations all
on their own without knowing about the environments to be tracked.
VisionLib can be deployed natively or as a Unity3D plugin for iOS,
Android, MacOS, Windows and HoloLens systems, and it is easy-tosetup and easy-to-integrate into existing enterprise infrastructures.
https://visionlib.com/modeltracking/

Which application areas do you work on?
Analytics/Data Visualisation
Automation/Prototyping/R&D
Design/Visualisation
Entertainment/Media/Gaming
Live Events/Curation
Marketing/Sales
Planning/Engineering
Service/Maintenance
Training/Education

Expertise, Products, Services and Solutions
Software Development
What do you make?
Product, Custom Solutions
What is the software capable of?
Tracking/Capturing
What do you hope/need/want from a Germany Ecosystem?
We are looking for Augmented Reality Developers and Service
Providers, who create apps or platforms for any kind of application in
the context of AR that require object tracking. We also offer our
Turnkey solutions to Quality Engineers and Industrial End-users that
need to verify that real assembled product configurations exactly fit to
the CAD specification of their virtual counterpart.
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Niedersachsen
1.

Medienzentrum Landkreis Harburg

2.

SALT AND PEPPER Software GmbH & Co.KG
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Medienzentrum Landkreis Harburg
Summary
The Medienzentrum in Lower Saxony and the district of Harburg works
closely with educational institutions and provides in-depth consultation
on the Digital Landscape. The campus in Seevetal hosts not only seminars
and workshops, but also works closely with the community to provide
training programs and educational material.

Customers
Educational Institutions

Case Study/Achievement
Building VR use-cases in educational environments.

Company Facts
https://medienzentrum-harburg.de
kontakt@medienzentrumharburg.de

Size of Company: 5-10
Years in operation: 10+ years

https://www.medienzentrum-harburg.de/virtuelle-reise-in-dievergangenheit/

Company Details
Which immersive technologies are you active in?
Virtual Reality
Which verticals or industry sectors do you operate in?
Academia/Education
Which application areas do you work on?
Training/Education

Expertise, Products, Services and Solutions
Training and Consulting for Educational Institutes
What do you do?
Workshops and equipment rental for schools and institutions.
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SALT AND PEPPER Software GmbH & Co.KG
Summary
We strengthen the role of the human for a competitive production.
Through the possibilities of natural interaction in Virtual Reality, we include
previously unused potential from employees into the work with digital
data.

Company Facts
https://salt-and-pepper.eu
https://embodied.engineering
info@embodied.engineering

Size of Company: >100
Years in operation: 2-3
Funding Round: Seed

Company Details
Which immersive technologies are you active in?
Virtual Reality
Which verticals or industry sectors do you operate in?
Academia/Education
Architecture/Construction
Energy
Industrial/Shipping/Urban Planning
Transportation/Mobility

Customers
Daimler, CLAAS, Bosch, Brose, Mahle

Case Study/Achievement
One of our customers no longer has to build material delivery units for
the material supply on the shop floor as physical prototypes, since
conception and cross-departmental coordination take place in
Boxplan. This results in considerable savings in personnel expenses as
well as material and procurement costs.
https://www.embodied.engineering/boxplan

Which application areas do you work on?
Planning/Engineering
Product Development
Remote Collaboration
Training/Education
Usability/Ergonomics

Expertise, Products, Services and Solutions
Software Development
What do you make?
Product
What is the software capable of?
Analytics
Animation/Visualisation
Configurator
Data Conversion
Platform/Middleware/CMS

What do you hope/need/want from a Germany Ecosystem?
We believe in synergies. By combining the efforts of the whole German
ecosystem we can become more visible worldwide. Let the world see
the strong impact of what we can do collectively!
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Nordrhein-Westfalen
1.

ANIMA RES

2.

BLANX

3.

Demodern GmbH

4.

Deutsche Telekom

5.

evrbit GmbH

6.

Holocafe GmbH

7.

INCAS Training und Projekte GmbH & Co. KG

8.

Mediencluster NRW GmbH

9.

7th-Space GmbH

10.

SAE Institute GmbH, Köln

11.

sorkin film-content-consultant

12.

Ubisoft Düsseldorf

13.

Weltenmacher GmbH
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ANIMA RES
Summary
ANIMA RES is specialized in AR / MR / VR applications focused on the
pharmaceutical and medical sector. Our goal is to make medical education
intriguing and accessible for physicians, students and patients, whether
that is on the expo floor, in medical practices or hospitals, in or out of the
classroom or living room. We develop visually stunning and highly
interactive content based on real life scientific specifications. As
recognized experts we work closely together with the leading tech
companies to build the most cutting-edge content applications and are
listed as "Global leaders in AR/VR for Medical". We count the top 20
pharmaceutical companies worldwide in our client roster.

Company Facts
https://animares.com/
info@animares.com

Size of Company: 10-35
Years in operation: 10+ years
Funding Round: Series B

Company Details
Which immersive technologies are you active in?
Virtual & Augmented Reality
Which verticals or industry sectors do you operate in?
Academia/Education
Healthcare/Pharma
Which application areas do you work on?
Design/Visualisation
Marketing/Sales
Training/Education
Patient Therapy/Rehabilitation

Customers
Partners: Apple, Microsoft, Magic Leap, Google, University of Bonn
Customers: Top 20 Pharma companies worldwide

Case Study/Achievement
INSIGHT HEART explores the human heart like never in AR/MR/VR. Our
virtual assistant guides users through various live heart rate functions,
whilst demonstrating conditions with impressive visualizations for
myocardial infarction and atrial fibrillation to name a couple. INSIGHT
HEART has been featured extensively over the last several years at the
Apple Keynote 2017 (ARKit showcase), Showcase for ‘Distinguished
Educators Events‘ 2018 / 2019, BEST OF 2017 – Tech & Innovation, USA,
‘Featured Showcase’ for Google’s ARCore release in 2018, and used by
Apple’s Worldwide Education Sales Team. The app is the most
frequently downloaded HoloLens app and a Top-10 mobile app in 73
countries. We have recently won German Design Award 2019, Health
Media Award 2019, ICMA Award 2019, and awarded into Magic Leap’s
Independent Creators Program.
https://animares.com/portfolio/insight-heart

Expertise, Products, Services and Solutions
Software Development
What do you make?
Product, Custom Solutions, Experiences
What is the software capable of?
Animation/Visualisation
Audio
Data Conversion
Haptics
Platform/Middleware/CMS
Tracking/Capturing
VFX/Rendering
Work for Hire

What do you hope/need/want from a Germany Ecosystem?
We hope that XR technologies will complement traditional teaching
methods on a larger scale. The shortage of skilled professionals needs
to be addressed urgently.
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BLANX
Summary
BLANX is an interdisciplinary digital agency focusing on making digital
tangible. Since 2000 BLANX creates CGI and interactive applications from
web over mobile to XR.

Company Facts
Size of Company: 10-35
Years in operation: 10+ years
Funding Round: None

https://www.blanx.de
contact@blanx.de

Company Details

Customers
Volkswagen, Janssen-Cilag, Liebherr, Deutsche Bank, Kistler, TMD,
TRW, ZF, Melitta,Sony, Tolino, Sennheiser, Sigvaris, Lürssen, Vodafone,
Telekom, WDR

Which immersive technologies are you active in?
Virtual & Augmented Reality
Which verticals or industry sectors do you operate in?
Commerce/Trade
Energy
Fashion/Luxury/Beauty
Finance
Healthcare/Pharma
Transportation/Mobility
Telecommunication
Which application areas do you work on?
Design/Visualisation
Entertainment/Media/Gaming
Marketing/Sales
Product Development
Remote Collaboration
Service/Maintenance
Training/Education

Expertise, Products, Services and Solutions
Software Development
What do you make?
Custom Solutions, Experiences
What is the software capable of?
360º Video
Animation/Visualisation
(Shooting/Stitching/Editing)
Entertainment
Configurator
VFX/Rendering
Platform/Middleware/CMS
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Demodern GmbH
Summary
We are Demodern. An award-winning creative technology agency for
digital communication, design and projects. We consider ourselves a new
generation Agency: free-minded, progressive and 100% digital, and
develop all our projects with a core team of strategists, designers, and
developers. “Let’s push things forward” is our credo and philosophy, as it
not only applies to our desire for constantly developing our skills, but also
looking at every project from a new angle to achieve results that impress.
We are an international team of experts that work passionately and
collaboratively – from augmented & virtual reality applications, store &
event installations, mobile apps down to any web experiences – with the
goal to create high-quality digital communications that makes an impact.

Company Facts
Size of Company: 35-100
Years in operation: 10+ years
Funding Round: None

https://demodern.com/
hi@demodern.de

Company Details
Which immersive technologies are you active in?
Virtual & Augmented Reality
Which verticals or industry sectors do you operate in?
Arts & Culture/Museums
Commerce/Trade
Entertainment
Fashion/Luxury/Beauty
Food/Beverages
Travel/Tourism
Transportation/Mobility

Customers
Daimler AG, IKEA, Mazda, Gatorade, Deutsche Telekom, Royal
Caribbean, DuMont Mediengruppe, Lufthansa, Bosch, Snipes, NIKE

Case Study/Achievement
As lead agency for Dumont Media Group – one of Germany’s largest
media companies, we developed a completely new type of immersive,
permanent exhibition at the Port of Hamburg. One that uses innovative
technologies to take visitors from all over the world, to those areas of
the port they wouldn’t normally have access to. After just 9 months of
agile project development, the Discovery Dock theme park opened to
the general public at the heart of Hamburg’s Hafencity – right next to
the Elbphilharmonie. Developing not just a forward thinking business
model, but a unique live experience.
https://demodern.com/projects/discovery-dock

Which application areas do you work on?
Design/Visualisation
Entertainment/Media/Gaming
Live Events/Curation
Marketing/Sales
Planning/Engineering
Service/Maintenance

Expertise, Products, Services and Solutions
Software Development
What do you make?
Custom Solutions, Experiences
What is the software capable of?
Animation/Visualisation
Configurator
Entertainment
Haptics
Photogrammetry/Volumetric
Platform/Middleware/CMS
VFX/Rendering
Web API
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Deutsche Telekom AG
Summary
Deutsche Telekom is one of the world's leading integrated
telecommunications companies, with some 184 million mobile customers,
27.5 million fixed-network lines, and 21 million broadband lines. We provide
fixed-network/broadband, mobile communications, Internet, and IPTV
products and services for consumers, and information and
communication technology (ICT) solutions for business and corporate
customers. Deutsche Telekom is present in more than 50 countries. With a
staff of some 211,000 employees throughout the world, we generated
revenue of 80.5 billion Euros in the 2019 financial year, about 66 percent of
it outside Germany.

Company Facts
https://www.telekom.com
elmar.schrage@telekom.de

Size of Company: >100
Years in operation: 10+ years
Funding Round: None

Company Details
Which immersive technologies are you active in?
Virtual & Augmented Reality
Which verticals or industry sectors do you operate in?
Entertainment
Telecommunication
Which application areas do you work on?
Automation/Prototyping/R&D
Entertainment/Media/Gaming
Live Events/Curation
Marketing/Sales
Network/Streaming Services
Product Development
Remote Collaboration
Service/Maintenance
Training/Education

Customers
184 million mobile and 27.5 million fixed-network lines customers and
nearly all leading companies in German industry

Case Study/Achievement
Concerts for everyone MagentaMusik 360 is a platform launched to
bring exclusive livestreams of festivals and concerts to our customers
wherever they are. Concerts and festivals tend to be sold out quickly,
besides the non-availability of tickets, there also can be numerous
other reasons why people cannot attend the event live – i.e. money,
distance, etc. Still, many fans wish they could enjoy the music
experience as if they were on the spot – this is what MagentaMusik 360
is created for. We distribute livestreams of selected festivals and
concerts in Germany (amongst them the most popular ones like Rock
am Ring or Wacken Open Air) via linear views in HD and 360° views
between which users can switch as they please.
https://www.magenta-musik-360.de

Expertise, Products, Services and Solutions
XR Product- and service development and operation
Examples services: MagentaVR, Magenta Musik 360, AR Fieldadvisor
What do you make?
Product, Custom Solutions, Experiences
What is the software capable of?
360º Video
Audio
(Shooting/Stitching/Editing)
Streaming
Entertainment
Tracking/Capturing

What do you hope/need/want from a Germany Ecosystem?
Better collaboration for common market development of VR/AR
services to shape together the Future of immersive XR Entertainment.
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evrbit GmbH
Summary
We see Digital Transformation as a progressing cultural process, it needs
to be experienceable, available and easy accessible for everyone. That is
why in 2015 evrbit was founded to and strengthen this mindset. As a team of
innovators, developers, designers and strategists who understand that XR
technologies are actually social interaction platforms, we developed
eVRsync, a software that can scale these magic moments in VR & AR, to
bring people together in the digital world. Whether it be a locationindependent VR training room, rapid prototyping, unlimited virtual reality
group experiences for cinemas, XR enhanced escape rooms, interactive
multiuser AR applications, or Y.A.N.A, our storytelling application based on
geolocation data, we’re making innovative experiences out of a passion for
technology and human connections.

Company Facts
https://evrbit.com
http://vrsync.evrbit.com
sk@evrbit.com

Size of Company: 5-10
Years in operation: 4-6
Funding Round: None

Company Details
Which immersive technologies are you active in?
Virtual & Augmented Reality
Which verticals or industry sectors do you operate in?
Academia/Education
Arts & Culture/Museums
Commerce/Trade
Entertainment
Fashion/Luxury/Beauty
Transportation/Mobility
Telecommunication

Customers
Telekom Deutschland, Samsung, DHL, Deutsche Bundesbank,
Wüsthof

Case Study/Achievement
Köln-based Evrbit smashed the convention that VR is by nature an
insular experience by showcasing VR Sync — a revolutionary product
that allows an unlimited number of devices to be synced together to
deliver a shared media experience that is frame-accurate to the
millisecond… (https://wisdom.nec.com/en/events/2017042801/02.html
from 2017). In 2018 the German Innovation Award for Deutsche
Telekom VR Basketball Experience "Better than live" – realised with
evrbit's eVRsync technology to switch between Virtual Reality camera
angles and differentiate between target groups. Benefits from social
VR features like quizzes or live surveys. Finally, Virtual Reality is
successful when it‘s intuitive to use. "Dimension Beyond" is a hosted
workflow while maintaining performance for global cooperation
(https://bluebird.ac/dimension-beyond).

Which application areas do you work on?
Analytics/Data Visualisation
Design/Visualisation
Entertainment/Media/Gaming
Live Events/Curation
Product Development
Remote Collaboration
Training/Education
Usability/Ergonomics

Expertise, Products, Services and Solutions
Software Development
What do you make?
Product, Custom Solutions, Experiences
What is the software capable of?
Analytics
Audio
Data Conversion
Entertainment
Platform/Middleware/CMS
Streaming
Tracking/Capturing
Work for Hire

What do you hope/need/want from a Germany Ecosystem?
We need nothing more than a rethinking culture to increase
companies' hunger for innovation: a better linkage with medium-sizedenterprises, easier workflows with larger companies and open
exchange with science institutes. We do innovation everyday - let's
make this more accessible for the public.
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Holocafe GmbH
Summary
Holocafé is a franchise company for Location-Based VR Entertainment.
The company was founded in 2016 as the first VR Arcade in Germany to
host custom-produced multiplayer content. Holocafé develops sharedspace multiplayer games exclusively for location-based entertainment in
addition to “Warpdrive”, a platform software aimed at venue operators to
automate live operations, user flow, booking and internal processes such
as staff management and accounting. The company currently has four
venues in Germany and seven licensees in Finland, Belgium, Canada and
USA.

Company Facts
https://www.holocafe.de
http://franchise.holocafe.de
hello@holocafe.de

Size of Company: 5-10
Years in operation: 4-6
Funding Round: Seed

Case Study/Achievement
The Holocafé flagship store Düsseldorf opened in late 2018 and is the
first to combine shared-space multiplayer VR with a futuristic café
concept where both non-gamers, geeks and even tabletop gamers
hang out. Conceived as a concept store for every future franchise
venue, it was showcased as the most innovative project in
Bürgschaftsbank NRW's portfolio in 2018 and its opening ceremony
led by the mayor of Düsseldorf.
https://holocafe.de/de/duesseldorf/spiele/holocafe

Company Details
Which immersive technologies are you active in?
Virtual Reality
Which verticals or industry sectors do you operate in?
Architecture/Construction
Entertainment
Which application areas do you work on?
Design/Visualisation
Entertainment/Media/Gaming

Expertise, Products, Services and Solutions
Software Development
What do you make?
Product, Custom Solutions, Experiences
What is the software capable of?
Entertainment
Platform/Middleware/CMS
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INCAS Training und Projekte GmbH & Co. KG
Summary
INCAS Training is the market leader in software training for the AR/VR
production pipeline in the DACH region. We are the first point of contact
for all technology and innovation-driven companies when it comes to
training their own employees in VR development in Unity, Unreal Engine or
the tools required in production such as Maya, 3DS max, Modo, Blender,
Cinema4D, PiXYZ, Deltagen, Substance or VRED.

Company Facts
http://www.incas-training.de/
https://www.digital-realityinfo@incas-training.de

Size of Company: 10-35
Years in operation: 10+ years

Company Details
Which immersive technologies are you active in?
Virtual & Augmented Reality
Which verticals or industry sectors do you operate in?
Academia/Education
Architecture/Construction
Arts & Culture/Museums
Commerce/Trade
Consumer Packaged Goods (CPG)
Defense/Military/Security
Energy
Entertainment
Fashion/Luxury/Beauty
Food/Beverages
Which application areas do you work on?
Training/Education

Customers
3M, ADAC, Aldi, HSBC Trinkaus, Burda, IKEA, Infineon, AOK, Allianz,
Amazon, Audi, Kyocera, BASF, Bayer, BBDO, Bertelsmann, Lanxess, LG,
BMW, Loreal, Lufthansa, MDR, Bundesdruckerei, Metro, Bundeswehr,
Canon, Caritas, NDR, Nikon, Oracle, Commerzbank, Daihatsu, Daimler,
Panasonic, DB Schenker, Deichmann, Peugeot, Postbank, Deutsch
Bank, Puma, Adidas, Porsche, IBM, Rewe, Telekom, DHL, Volkswagen

Case Study/Achievement
Training is a matter of trust. But beyond trust, we have been audited by
independent rating agencies. The European Association for Training
Organisations e.V., or EATO for short (Association of the most
important training organisations in the D/A/CH region), annually
awards the training centre at which the highest customer orientation
was measured in the ITCR (International Training Center Ratings®). In
2019, INCAS Training was able to become one of the top training
companies in the D/A/CH region in terms of services and infrastructure.
http://www.incas-training.de/uploads/media_items/pressemitteilung2019-awardverleihung-eato-award-für-incas-training.original.pdf

Expertise, Products, Services and Solutions
Authorized Training Provider (Unity, Epic Unreal, Autodesk etc.)
What do you do?
INCAS Training provides professional IT training for all branches of industry
since 1998. We offer trainer-led classroom training for decision makers and
developers for all software tools relevant to the xR production pipeline.
INCAS is Unity Authorized Training Center, Epic Authorized Unreal Engine
Training Center, Autodesk Authorized Training Center and many more. We
are your first choice in the DACH region for practical real-time graphics knowhow from experts for experts.

What do you hope/need/want from a Germany Ecosystem?
You can talk for hours about AR/VR, but 5 minutes of experience still
tells you more. Besides AI, Augmented Reality solutions are making the
view of our world more sustainable than anything else changing. I hope
that politics and business will recognize that early enough.
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Mediencluster NRW GmbH
Summary
We support the development of the digital media industry through
sustainable networking and placement activities, both within the industry
and across disciplines. We offer founders and young creatives a
comprehensive range of advice and information on funding and financing
in NRW. We create visibility for the digital media location NRW and its
companies at trade fairs and markets in Germany and abroad.

Customers
Audiovisual companies in NRW

Company Facts
https://medien.nrw.de
sandra.winterberg@medien.nrw.de

Size of Company: 5-10
Years in operation: 2-3
Funding Round: None

Company Details
Which immersive technologies are you active in?
Virtual & Augmented Reality
Which verticals or industry sectors do you operate in?
Academia/Education
Arts & Culture/Museums
Entertainment
News/Journalism
Audiovisual content
Which application areas do you work on?
Entertainment/Media/Gaming
Marketing/Sales
Market Research
Product Development

Case Study/Achievement
Study: "Virtual, Mixed und Augmented Reality in NRW" Low sales at the
moment, but good future prospects – the industry around the
technologies Virtual Reality (VR), Mixed Reality (MR) and Augmented
Reality (AR) is young and optimistic about the future. This is the
conclusion of a study by the TH Cologne, in which this industry was first
scientifically investigated for North Rhine-Westphalia. To further
strengthen the companies, the authors Christian Zabel (Schmalenbach
Institute for Economic Sciences) and Prof. Dr. Gernot Heisenberg
(Institute of Information Science at the Technical University of
Cologne) recommend to intensify networking within the industry and
with external institutions. The study was commissioned by the
Mediennetzwerk.NRW and can downloaded.
https://medien.nrw.de/en/press-media/studies.html

Expertise, Products, Services and Solutions
Services to audiovisual companies situated in the state of North-Rhine
Westphalia.
What do you do?
Through sustainable networking and placement activities both within the
industry and across disciplines, we offer founders and young creatives a
comprehensive range of advice and information on funding and financing in
NRW. We create visibility for the digital media location NRW and its
companies at trade fairs and markets in Germany and abroad.
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SAE Institute GmbH, Köln
Summary
One of the world’s leading creative media institutions, SAE builds on a
proud tradition of exceptional post-secondary education spanning 54
campuses in 28 countries.

Customers
Epic Games,Unity,Fraunhofer IDMT,

Case Study/Achievement

Company Facts
https://www.sae.edu/deu/de/campus/ Size of Company: >100
Years in operation: 10+ years
p.degardin@sae.edu
Funding Round: None

Company Details
Which immersive technologies are you active in?
Virtual & Augmented Reality

First offered XR professional certificate in NRW.
https://www.sae.edu/deu/de/xr-production

What do you hope/need/want from a Germany Ecosystem?
Innovation - VR and AR products that go beyond current App Store
"cases"

Which verticals or industry sectors do you operate in?
Academia/Education
Which application areas do you work on?
Design/Visualisation
Entertainment/Media/Gaming
Live Events/Curation
Marketing/Sales
Training/Education

Expertise, Products, Services and Solutions
We offer a broad variety of creative media education
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7th-Space GmbH
Summary
7th Space is one of the largest VR Arcades in Europe with over 500 square
meters of dedicated floorspace. Our team are experts in bringing groups
and individuals into Virtual Reality and even bring events regionally with our
big yellow school bus of VR.

Company Facts
https://www.7th-space.com/
info@7th.de

Size of Company: 35-100
Years in operation: 1
Funding Round: None

Company Details
Which immersive technologies are you active in?
Virtual Reality
Which verticals or industry sectors do you operate in?
Academia/Education
Architecture/Construction
Arts & Culture/Museums
Entertainment
Food/Beverages
Travel/Tourism
Which application areas do you work on?
Design/Visualisation
Entertainment/Media/Gaming
Live Events/Curation
Product Development
Training/Education

Expertise, Products, Services and Solutions
Software Development
What do you make?
Product, Custom Solutions, Experiences
What is the software capable of?
360º Video
Entertainment
(Shooting/Stitching/Editing)
Tracking/Capturing
Platform/Middleware/CMS
Work for Hire
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sorkin film-content-consultant
Summary
DIGITAL REALITY is the place where we will live, work, communicate and
travel. It is one of the emerging spaces we have to discover and to conquer.
How can we become part of a networked world with our customers, with
the users? What makes sense, where do we do have to focus, what is
nonsense.

Customers

Company Facts
http://sorkin.de
info@sorkin.de

Size of Company: 2-5
Years in operation: 10+ years

medien.de, Asahi Kasei Bioprocess, Sparkasse, UNAP

Company Details
Which immersive technologies are you active in?
Virtual & Augmented Reality
Which verticals or industry sectors do you operate in?
News/Journalism
Consulting
Which application areas do you work on?
Entertainment/Media/Gaming
Live Events/Curation
Network/Streaming Services
Training/Education

Expertise, Products, Services and Solutions
Consulting
What do you do?
Bandwidth between strategic communication and storytelling
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Ubisoft Düsseldorf
Summary
Ubisoft Düsseldorf is home to diverse teams dedicated to delivering AAA
excellence and innovation across a wide portfolio of games and
technologies. The studio is the leading developer behind beloved games
like The Settlers and the innovative VR escape games experiences "Escape
the Lost Pyramid" and "Beyond Medusa’s Gate". The latest VR escape game
project is called Prince of Persia: The Dagger of Time and is scheduled to be
released in Spring 2020. As renowned co-developers within the Ubisoft
group, Ubisoft Düsseldorf contributes to high-profile projects such as Tom
Clancy’s Rainbow Six Siege and Uplay.

Company Facts
https://duesseldorf.ubisoft.com/
https://ubisoftescapegames.com/
info@ubisoftescapegames.com

Size of Company: >100
Years in operation: 10+ years

Case Study/Achievement
Our award-winning Ubisoft Escape Games are multiplayer experiences
made for everyone, with or without gaming or VR experience. They are
made with a special focus on accessibility and comfort. We are proud
to see families from grandparents to grandchildren play together
intuitively and been blown away by the level of immersion VR offers.
Our experiences are made exclusively for the Location Based
Entertainment sector and we own and manage the complete business
development and distribution worldwide from Düsseldorf.
https://www.ubisoftescapegames.com/

Company Details
Which immersive technologies are you active in?
Virtual Reality
Which verticals or industry sectors do you operate in?
Entertainment
Which application areas do you work on?
Entertainment/Media/Gaming

Expertise, Products, Services and Solutions
Software Development
What do you make?
Experiences
What is the software capable of?
Entertainment
What do you hope/need/want from a Germany Ecosystem?
We aim to build one of the leading VR studios in the world. In addition
to our LBVR escape games, we are also investing into consumer VR and
are developing on a AAA game. Our goal is to attract the best
developers from Germany to Düsseldorf to help us build the future of
VR – all job openings can be found at:
https://duesseldorf.ubisoft.com/en/jobs/
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Weltenmacher GmbH
Summary
Weltenmacher GmbH is a Düsseldorf based company for educational
games. By using Virtual and Augmented Reality with its many benefits, we
can create highly effective training solutions. The combination of this
cutting-edge technology with gamification and latest research into
human-machine interaction has seen some advanced learning experiences
being delivered. With its professional team of UX/UI designers,
programmers and storytellers, WELTENMACHER delivers projects from
ideation to roll-out. Immersing their users in digital worlds is what they truly
know best! It's not by chance that "Weltenmacher" can be loosely
translated as "World Creators".

Company Facts
https://www.weltenmacher.de
info@weltenmacher.de

Size of Company: 10-35
Years in operation: 2-3
Funding Round: Seed

Company Details
Which immersive technologies are you active in?
Virtual & Augmented Reality
Which verticals or industry sectors do you operate in?
Healthcare/Pharma
Which application areas do you work on?
Training/Education

Expertise, Products, Services and Solutions
Software Development
What do you make?
Product, Custom Solutions
What is the software capable of?
Analytics
Educational AI
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Sachsen
1.

VR Bits GmbH
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VR Bits GmbH
Summary
VR Bits GmbH is a full service agency for the areas of virtual reality,
augmented reality and gaming based in Leipzig. Innovative, flexible and well
networked: as experienced pioneers of the VR scene in Germany, we use
our specialist knowledge and creativity for our customers and their
projects. We are a small, agile team that works together with a professional
network of partners and friends to ensure success for our clients' projects.

Customers
TenneT, Porsche, EnviaM, Palmoloive, Lewis

Company Facts
Size of Company: 10-35
Years in operation: 4-6
Funding Round: None

https://www.vrbits.de/
fred@vr-bits.de

Company Details
Which immersive technologies are you active in?
Virtual & Augmented Reality
Which verticals or industry sectors do you operate in?
Academia/Education
Architecture/Construction
Commerce/Trade
Energy
Transportation/Mobility
Which application areas do you work on?
Analytics/Data Visualisation
Design/Visualisation
Marketing/Sales
Planning/Engineering
Product Development
Service/Maintenance
Training/Education

Case Study/Achievement
Tennet Virtual Vision is the new multimedia experience world from
TenneT TSO GmbH in the heart of Berlin. Connected to the capital city
representation, visitors get an interactive insight into the work and
future challenges of a European energy transmission system operator.
VR Bits developed the concept for the augmented and virtual reality
content of the showroom together with the agency die wegmeister
and implemented it in 11 months for the HTC Vive and Microsoft
Hololens. This gives visitors an insight into TenneT's offshore work in
the North Sea and they can visit one of the converter platforms
themselves.
https://www.vrbits.de/

Expertise, Products, Services and Solutions
Software Development
What do you make?
Custom Solutions, Experiences
What is the software capable of?
360º Video
Analytics
(Shooting/Stitching/Editing)
Configurator
Animation/Visualisation
Entertainment
Data Conversion
VFX/Rendering
Tracking/Capturing
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APPENDIX
Vertical or Industry Sectors:
Architecture/Construction
Academia/Education
Arts & Culture/Museums
Commerce/Trade
Consumer Packaged Goods (CPG)
Defense/Military/Security
Energy
Entertainment
Fashion/Luxury/Beauty
Finance
Food/Beverages
Healthcare/Pharma
Industrial/Shipping/Urban Planning
Rescue/Disaster/Emergency Services
Travel/Tourism
Transportation/Mobility

Company Expertise:
360º Video (Shooting/Stitching/Editing)
Analytics
Animation/Visualisation
Audio
Configurator
Data Conversion
Entertainment
Haptics
Photogrammetry/Volumetric
Platform/Middleware/CMS
Streaming
Tracking/Capturing
VFX/Rendering
Web API
Web Editor
Work for Hire

Application Areas:
Analytics/Data Visualisation
Automation, Prototyping, R&D
Design/Visualisation
Entertainment/Media/Gaming
Live Events/Curation
Marketing/Sales
Market Research
Network/Streaming Services
Planning/Engineering
Product Development
Remote Collaboration
Service/Maintenance
Training/Education
Usability/Ergonomics
Patient Therapy/Rehabilitation
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